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The Internet and the World Wide Web are global engineering projects that emerged from
questions around information, meaning and logic that grew out of telecommunication research.
It borrowed answers provided by philosophy, mathematics, engineering, security, and other
areas. As a global engineering project that needs to grow in a multi-polar world of competing
and cooperating powers, such a system must be built to a number of geopolitical constraints,
of which the most important is a peer-to-peer architecture, i.e. one which does not require
a central power to function, and that allows open as well as secret communication. After
elaborating a set of geopolitical constraints on any global information system, we show that
these are more or less satisfied at the raw-information transmission side of the Internet, as
well as the document Web, but fails at the Application web, which currently is fragmented in
a growing number of large systems with panopticon like architectures. In order to overcome
this fragmentation, it is argued that the web needs to move to generalise the concepts from
HyperText applications known as browsers to every data consuming application. We need to
move from Apps to HyperApps using HyperData. A lot of the framework for doing this has
already been developed under the banners of the Semantic Web and Linked Data projects, but
the key role of the HyperApp and the importance of the read-write web has not been widely
understood. Essential to this architecture are global identity, authentication, access control, and
trust. Using insights from philosophy of language, epistemology, category theory and game
theory the aim of this thesis is to provide a general theory of the web that allows one to justify
design decisions that were made, help resolve some famous disputes, provide solid foundations
for reasoning about application security, and help locate problems and find answers relating to
trust and fake news that have turned the web into an epistemological war machine.
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Glossary
Document Act

The action of doing something with a document: publishing it, reading
it, altering it, and this can be used to define new terms, or commit the
one of the parties or both to some action. This is the equivalent on the
web to what in philosophy came to be known as Speech Acts. 12, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 43, 53

Guard

An agent that evaluates access control rules to determine if an action
on a resource is allowed, or one that on the client gives information
about the authenticity of the resource accessed. It is also known in the
literature as a reference monitor, a term which comes from work on
access control in Operating Systems. Recent papers [HC13] use the
more descriptive word “Guard” as we do.. 43, 44, 47, 50, 58, 59, 60, 62,
64, 65, 66, 68, 70, 75

HyperApp

An application that reads and writes data to Solid Web Servers by
following links. ix, x, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 29, 30, 38, 42, 43, 48, 49, 56, 62,
65, 71, 73, 74, 75, 80

HyperData

Linked Data consumed and produced by HyperApps. vii, 8, 11, 37, 39,
42, 73

LinkedData

Data published on the web that links to other data, following patterns
documented on the W3C Linked Data Page at https://www.w3.org/
standards/semanticweb/data. 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 24, 37, 74

P2P

A communication system between two agents that does not require
participation of an intermediating third party. xi, 1

Solid

Social Linked Data platform, add Web Access Control List (wACL) and
[LDP 1.0] together, in order to enable HyperApp. For some early example of apps see [Man+16]. It is a project from the MIT Decentralised
Information Group, and its web page is https://solid.mit.edu/. For a
list of specifications see the Solid GitHub repository https://github.
com/solid/. xi, 42
ix

x
wACL

Glossary
ACLs published on the web, following the pattern described on the
Solid project page [SoLiD WAC]. ix, xii

WebApp

An Application written to run in the browser. Even though the standards developed for WebApps can enable the development of HyperApps
this is not a requirement. xii, 9

Acronyms
API

Application Programming Interface. 5

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets. 5

HTML

Hyper Text Markup Language. 3, 5, 14, 79

HTTP

Hyper Text Protocol. 5, 8, 12, 14, 28, 59, 80

IPv4

Internet Protocol version 4. 2, 4

IPv6

Internet Protocol version 6. 2, 4

IRI

International Resource Identifier. 22, 23

LDP

Linked Data Protocol. 12, 74

OID

Object ID. 23

OWL

Ontology Web Language. 61, 62, 63, 64, 75, 76, 77, 80

P2P

Peer to Peer. Glossary: Peer to Peer, xi, 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 79, 80

R/W

Read/Write. 7, 10, 30, 39, 42

Solid

Social Linked Data platform. Glossary: Social Linked Data platform, xi,
42, 57, 75, 80

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer. 4

TCP/IP

Internet Protocol Suite. 5

TLS

Transport Layer Security. 75

UI

User Interface. 7, 39, 67, 70

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier. 4, 32, 33, 35, 58, 77, 80
xi

xii
URL

Acronyms
Uniform Resource Locator. 3, 4, 12, 23, 24, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 46,
49, 56, 58, 66, 67, 74

URN

Uniform Resource Name. 4, 58

wACL

Web Access Control List. Glossary: Web Access Control List, ix, xii, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 64, 75, 76

WebApp

Web Application. Glossary: Web Application, xii, 9, 61, 79

Mathematical and Logical Symbols
→ function arrow between two types, in the context of the Category of Sets; implication in the
context of Logic seen through the eyes of the Curry-Howard isomorphism
∀ ForAll. In the context of polymorphic lambda calculus, this allows one to quantify over types.
u Greatest Lower Bound of a lattice. In the agent lattice this is the agent that speaks if any of
the agents that constitutes it speaks.
⊃ Logically Implies in a logical context, superset in a set theoretic context.
∧ Logical And
∨ Logical Or
t Least Upper Bound of a lattice. In the agent lattice this is the agent that speaks if any of the
agents that constitutes it speaks.
v Lattice Inequality relation. In the security lattice this means the left hand side is more secure
that the right hand side
+ Disjoint Union. In Category Theory a binary relation between types called the coproduct.
 Possibility sentential operator. Understood as there being some accessible world, state in
which it is true.
P PowerSet
⇒ In the context of saying that modal logic the ”speaks for” operator between two agents
× Pairing. In Category Theory a binary relation between types called the product.
` entails

xiii

RDF Name Spaces
aba

Imaginary namespace for concepts developed by Abadi starting from
[Aba+91]

foaf

Friend of a Friend Ontology
value = <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>

iana

Iana namespace for [Link Relation] as specified in §4.2.7.2 of [Atom]
and Appendix A of [Web Annotation].
value = <http://www.iana.org/assignments/relation/>
owl:sameAs <https://www.w3.org/ns/iana/link-relations/relation#>

lang
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Linked Data Prototcol
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OWL (Ontology Web Language) namespace
value = <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
doc = <https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/>

rdfs
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xv

xvi

RDF Name Spaces
value = <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns>

sec

Imaginary namespace for a security ontology

shop
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timbl

Tim Berners-Lee’s WebID Profile
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Chapter 1

Introduction
If one were to build a global communication system, what would be the necessary architectural
constraints and principles, which would inform its construction? Can these help us locate
problems in the current web ecosystem? What key concepts can we identify that would allow
us to build a comprehensive theory of such a system?
The current thesis aims to build a general theory of the Web that would answer those questions,
help resolve some debates that have split the community, and show what is needed to fix
the failing parts of the web. Along the way, we will discover new ways of thinking of Web
Applications, how these can enter into transactions, and establish the logical foundation to
ground security on the web.

1.1

Constraints of a Global Communication System

Let us imagine that we wanted to build a global communication system. It would need to
work across all countries, many with vastly different political structures, with backgrounds of
historical hostilities: conflicting players in need of tools for efficient cooperation. Global actors
must work in this environment to facilitate trade and research, with operations based in many
different countries, each trying to protect their know-how against competitors. Individuals
within nations belonging to different regions in historical tension with others would be in the
same situation of conflictual cooperation. This reality imposes constraints on the architecture
of such a global communication system: the principal one being that it cannot centralise power
in one place, as that would go against the sovereignty of nations or autonomy of individuals or
institutions that are being asked to build it. Such a system has to be fundamentally decentralised,
enabling communication both public and private between any two nodes in the system. If we
think of such nodes as peers, we can thus see the central role a Peer to Peer (P2P)1 architecture
1

here we are going back to what we believe are the roots of the concept of peer to peer, which has come to be
associated too strongly with the architecture of various file sharing applications

1

2
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must have – which does not mean either that it excludes local hierarchies. However, other
criteria follow as well: such a system though P2P cannot be owned by any single entity either2 ,
as it needs acceptance at a global level. The protocol must be open, implementable by any large
enough actor or community, so that they may minimise their dependence on others, and be
secure against Trojan Horses3 .
It has been over 60 years since the first sketches of the internet, and so we no longer need
to imagine such a global communication system, as we are now living within it. The above
thought experiment is still valuable as it draws out the central geopolitical role that the P2P
architecture of the internet played in its emergence. One should remember that at the time the
global geopolitical situation was a lot more fragile than it is now: it was a discussion on how
the US communication system could survive a nuclear attack that led to the conception of a
packet switching network able to route around massive damage.

1.2

Key Concepts of a Global Communication Infrastructure

The internet was designed as an information transmission machine built on a P2P architecture.
Each node in the network named by an IP4 address enables point to point communication of
streams of bytes. Here information is understood in its minimal syntactic sense, as described
initially in ‘A mathematical theory of communication’ [Sha48], as the reliable transmission of
binary strings from one point to another. The application layer then interprets these binary
strings into a richer syntax and associated semantics. However, the lowest level of communication requires no agreement on meaning, bypassing thereby a slew of more complicated
issues that will be the topic of our discussion. It does require a very minimal notion of protocol:
namely a way for two endpoints and any involved intermediary to know what to do with the
bytes received: where to send them, what to do in case of error, and how to signal correct
receipt of the information.
Even though there are tensions at the internet infrastructure level that are pulling it in different
directions as described by Vint Cerf, et al. in ‘The Fragmentation of the Internet’ [Cer16] these
have not stopped it from functioning. On the other hand, the fractures at the application
layer that we will describe in section 1.4 have documented geopolitical effects as described in
‘Four Internets: The Geopolitics of Digital Governance’ [OH18], even if their technical origins
have not been clearly identified. The fragmentations at the internet layer are feared; those
at the application layer are present but mostly unnoticed because not conceptualised. These
fractures appear as we move up the stack from the minimal notion of information as conceived
by Shannon, to meaningful information as present in languages.
2

There are many proprietary P2P systems such as Skype or WhatsApp whose code is kept secret
This creates a strong incentive for smaller actors to pool resources in Open Source implementations.
4
Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) and more often now Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6)
3
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For such information transmission to be useful in the human context that justifies the deployment of the infrastructure that enables it, the binary strings must be interpretable into
a syntax with associated semantics. The semantics may not need to be formally specified, as
when transmitting plain text documents, voice or video, where it is left to humans to fill in the
word-world relation. The first generation of formats that were successful on the internet, such
as e-mail, Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), or MP3 have minimal semantics, mapping a
syntax to sounds or pixels on a screen.
The mapping from bits to syntax could be done on a case-by-case basis, but this would then
either require much guesswork, or prior external agreement of some type. In order to automate
such a job, one needs a protocol that works with a more sophisticated notion of data and
metadata, where the metadata can describe how to interpret the content. As it is unknown
ahead of time what all document types that may be transmitted are, such a protocol is best
designed to be extensible.
We started with strings of bytes and saw how these could also be thought of as having a
syntactic interpretation. But this does not give one the ability to easily refer to them. In a
world limited to transmitting such documents, building on previous knowledge would be as
difficult as developing knowledge in human societies that had not yet developed writing. The
only means of referring to what someone else had said would be to repeat it, leading to each
piece of communication becoming longer as it would need to transmit the previous history of a
discussion along with the new message – a phenomenon one often finds in threads of exchange
in mailing lists that become longer with each interaction.
The critical invention of the World Wide Web was therefore to devise a document naming
system, that allowed each document to refer to previous ones via Uniform Resource Locators
(URL) [URL]. Here Resource should be thought of as a changeable information object, that
can always be requested to return one of a set of different representations depending on the
request, but essentially one that ought to keep its meaning relatively constant. After all, this is
a communication protocol between two free agents, and so all we can specify are the rules of
the game. In this case the rules are quite simple though often ignored: by naming a resource
the publisher allows others to refer to it and commits to it keeping its general meaning, thereby
making the resource more widely visible, and so increasing the discoverability of the node
linked to. In turn, such a node can build on the work of others by referring to their documents,
setting up a system allowing extensive cooperation. Search engines such as AltaVista and
now Google relied on this game to find documents. We note that the requirement for a P2P
architecture is satisfied by the Web. Anyone can set up a web server and publish resources that
anyone else can link to without needing permission from a third party5 .
This short description of the internet and the Web reveals how a number of key concepts appear
in the technical infrastructure emerging from the geopolitical constraints set by the world:
5

This does not mean that those publishing are not bound by ethical (e.g. honesty) or legal requirements (e.g.
copyright) in what they publish. The problem a global information space presents relates to the question of which
rules a person publishing documents is bound by. And insofar as the web creates this global communication space it
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1. the concept of agents that need to communicate via a computing platform in a global
world,
2. the notion of information as what is transmitted from one computer to another;
3. the notion of protocol that establishes how communication between endpoints can proceed;
4. the notion of syntax into which a stream of bytes can be interpreted and which can be
used both by the protocol, and by the application to communicate with the agent that
uses it;
5. the concept of an application that can translate the lower level protocol in a way that can
be used by human agents to interact within and across national, institutional, familial,
and other boundaries;
6. the notion of semantics, relating the syntax to ways things can be in the (or a6 ) world;
7. the notion of global names to identify the hardware actors (IPv4 and IPv6) or resources
(URLs, Uniform Resource Names (URN), Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI));
8. the concept of games as explaining the interests of individual players have in maintaining
the stability of the system to reach their ends. This, of course, goes hand in hand with
the notion of antagonistic games where the interest of some players is to use the system
to their advantage or even undermine it completely.
9. encryption, access control and other notions related to security which we will briefly speak
about next.

The web is an open system of competing and often antagonistic actors. What is important for
each group of actors is that information can quickly be transmitted between them reliably, i.e.
each actor needs to know that the information was not changed on the way to the receiver and
in many cases also that it was not readable to any antagonistic agency in the network.
As a result, cryptographic tools of encryption and signatures are a key requirement on the
internet, if only for its commercial viability – e.g. to limit the visibility of credit cards to potential
eavesdroppers. The addition of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) in 1997 to Netscape Navigator opened
the web to commerce and started the dot com boom. As for access control, a basic default
implementation already comes with every web server in that most web pages are limited to
be writeable by the owner of the domain. However, as we will see, this simple access control
needs to be extended to allow much more flexible rules to be expressible, allowing clients to
know what credentials they may be able to use to authenticate.
does create an incentive for agreement on global publication principles, just as global trade creates incentives for
global trade rules.
6
as a global system has to deal with both cooperative and antagonistic situations, both playing an essential role
in the development of knowledge, the system needs to minimise its presuppositions of what is true. That is the
system can agree that there is truth but not in advance what is true.
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1.3

5

On the role of the Application

As we move to more flexible protocols, the role of the application grows in importance. At the
lowest Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP) layer, the application is conceived as a few straightforward Application Programming Interfaces (API) to send and receive information. As we
move to higher levels, the application becomes able to work with richer syntactic structures.
Mail clients, for example, can distinguish who sent information, whom it was destined to, fields
such as subject as well as the type of various parts of the content – known as the mime type.
The openness of the mail API allowed the development of many client and servers, making
sure that there was no lock-in at the application implementation level. The Web extended
these conventions with a naming system and added the HTML format to demonstrate the
advantage of linking and embedding of content. The web browser itself is an open system that
allows any number of implementations of the Hyper Text Protocol (HTTP) and the standard
syntaxes which encompass declarative formats such as HTML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS),
images and video formats, and procedural code such as Java and Javascript, as well as various
plugin extensions. The openness of the system again allows any number of implementations
of these standards to coexist, each implementation being neutral as to where the information
displayed originates. This independence of the application from the origin of the data it reads is
another crucial element in enabling a global information infrastructure that can work within
the geopolitical constraints we started from.
However, being geopolitically correct is not enough to succeed. Every such application starts
with a few dedicated users and needs to spread. As is well known from the philosophy of
language and any work in semantics, the meaning of a syntax is initially at least arbitrary.
HTML could have used any number of syntactic conventions to describe the markup, and there
were many available at the time, and still in use such as LATEXformat used to write this document.
Once a general format was chosen by Tim Berners-Lee to be parsed by his first browser, he
could yet have given one of many other names to the HTML elements. If an application becomes
successful, the conventions stabilise as people come to rely on deployed application behaviour
to write new documents as well as to consume them. The network effect of these existing
applications consolidates the meaning of the syntax so that new enhancements have to work
within the existing deployed base, enhancing it without breaking it, given that older browsers
remain in use over a long period. Many theories from the philosophy of language have been
developed to explain this phenomenon. Most notably David Lewis’ 1969 PhD Convention: A
philosophical study [Lew08] used the reorientation in Game Theory in Schelling’s The strategy
of conflict [Sch60] where he extended its focus on conflict to include cooperation, in order to
explain how any language understood formally can be said to be used by a population. More
naturalistic approaches such as that of Ruth Garett Millikan’s biological analysis Language,
thought, and other biological categories: New foundations for realism [Mil84] covers similar
ground in a very different way but with a more Darwinian approach based on natural selection,
not of genes, but of words.
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1.4

Web fragmentation

This above short description brings us to the limits of what has been widely built and deployed
at present.
In order to look at what is coming next, we need to learn from the criteria established above,
find the best theory and project into the future. The easiest way to see where things need to go
is by noticing what in the current web ecosystem is broken according to the geopolitical criteria
we established above. In 2019 this is not hard to find: daily news stories appear describing
problems of privacy, of the concentration of power by big social networks and their undue
influence on national political debates. This should alert us to the loss of the essential P2P values
in this space. Social Networks have interposed themselves between users in order to enable
conversations between peers. That this conversation is desired is clear from the success of those
platforms. However, the architecture to which they were built has the following problems:
1. It makes the social networks into a giant man in the middle attack, giving rise to what has
been described as a surveillance society empowered by a new surveillance capitalism (‘Big
other: surveillance capitalism and the prospects of an information civilization’ [Zub15]).
Clearly, no sovereign country can allow its citizens to be so widely overseen by a foreign
entity. Nor clearly, can police forces, armies, hospitals, schools or universities be reliant
on such systems for the major part of their communications.
2. The applications, even though running in the widely deployed ecosystem of the browsers,
are not neutral as to the publisher of information. The publisher writes the unique
application that consumes the data served on the company’s web servers. Even when
Twitter was built to the Open Atom Syndication format [Atom] and Atom API [Atom
Protocol] and allowed an ecosystem of applications to emerge, the data produced was only
published on Twitter’s servers. This concentration of power made the later deprecation
of those APIs and the consequential failure of the application ecosystem that was enabled
by it possible, whilst leaving the developers of those apps without a meaningful answer.
3. Because the properties of those applications are unacceptable globally, these types of
services fragment into power block dependent versions of similar apps, with very little
interoperation between them.
4. Those networks are very specialised and cannot encompass the huge variety of types of
applications needed in an interconnected global economy. These need applications allowing people to coordinate with their doctors, police to work with government agencies,
citizens to work with police and universities, companies to work with one another and
every conceivable combination of individuals and institutions. Each type of application
needs to work with different requirements of privacy and confidentiality, across institutions and even national frontiers. Some may want the data produced by the applications
to be world readable, but writeable by only a few, others such as secure e-mail type
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application built over https may want only a few people to participate in an exchange,
and those people should be the only people in the exchange.
As a result, we now have a fragmented ecosystem of applications and data that do not interact.
Even though we can send binary information around the world to any server at close to the
speed of light, more complex cooperation requiring richer data structures are hemmed in by
the lack of interoperability. Organisations that have chosen applications to help them work on
various tasks, find that as soon as they need to interact with other organisations – that have
often made different application choices – the costs quickly mount. First the cost of deciding
which application to use between them is time consuming. Then if an agreement has been
reached, the cost of translating the data produced by one application into the format used by
the other, as well as keeping the data synchronised is not negligible. Finally the cost of learning
the ins and outs of the new application User Interface (UI) creates a further cost barrier that can
make anyone think twice about the benefits accrued by the hoped-for cooperation. As a result,
organisations tend to fall back onto much older, well established but poorer technologies such as
e-mail, which improve on the speed of interaction over ordinary postal mail but lose out on the
benefits promised by each web application. The situation could only be solved within the current
paradigm if one company succeeded in completely dominating the application space to render
it interoperable. However, that solution just constitutes a reductio ad (political) absurdum of
the current paradigm. So the question that presents itself is: how does one extricate oneself
from this dilemma and avoid a complete fragmentation of the internet application space?

1.5

From Apps to HyperApps

Tim Berners Lee foresaw this problem and in a keynote given at the first World Wide Web
Conference in 19947 presented the idea of a global data web built on top of the nascent web.
The first standards in that space were published in 1999, and lead to what is now known as the
semantic web stack, extending the hypertextual concept of the web to the data layer, adding
thereby a logical framework to the web [Ber+08]. The LinkedData movement that ensued tested
the concept by publishing over the past 14 years a fast-growing number of databases on the
web and interconnecting them. Even though the success of the project cannot be doubted, it did
not have an impact on the problems of application interoperability mentioned earlier. We will
argue that this was due to not placing the application at the centre of the project8 . This was in
part hindered by other missing pieces of technology such as a semantic web based Read/Write
(R/W) web which was finished only in 2015 [LDP 1.0] and other standards relating to access
control and global identity which are also needed to make this work. In order to draw a strong
parallel between the first globally successful hypertext application – the web browser – and
the coming semantic web-based applications we call HyperApps we rethink the concept of the
7
8

see slides at https://www.w3.org/Talks/WWW94Tim/
though early attempts such as the EU-funded Semantic Desktop project were going in the right direction
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Figure 1.1: A HyperData Address Book application

semantic web and LinkedData under the term of HyperData, to be understood as LinkedData
produced and consumed by HyperApps. The illustration figure 1.1 gives an idea of how such
a HyperApp works: it can start fetching data from any location the user chooses, his home
page for example, and follow semantically rich links across institutional boundaries to fetch
up-to-date information about various people’s contact information using simple HTTP requests.

1.6

A General Theory of The Web

We started asking what the requirements were to build a global information network and
discovered a few criteria that such a system needs to abide by in order to be workable. We then
found a number of concepts required to build and understand the functioning of the internet
and the World Wide Web: from agents, information, the notion of a protocol, syntax, semantics,
the application, names, the notion of games as well as the importance of the network effect to
enable the system to grow to its full potential. We then found that the internet and web layer
fulfil the criteria we laid out initially, and so the question arose as to why we are now in the
situation of having such a fragmented application and data space, with problems of surveillance
appearing in daily headline news.
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We will argue in detail in this thesis that the problems of the current web of application silos
creating a fragmentation of the application and data space are due to these criteria not having
been respected at the application layer. We aim to clarify the concepts introduced earlier and
show how these can be used to give a coherent description, even perhaps a mathematically
based on, of the coming age of HyperApps.
As a test of the ability of the description to be useful it needs to help ground the more tricky
aspects of security on the web, and see if the formal tools deployed can lead to new insights and
suggestions of improvements at the level of web architecture, give a framework with which to
understand how one established trust on the web, as well as provide a basis to establish formal
proofs of security, that can take into account the whole socio-technical system. Here we will
take the view that security is an aspect of epistemology as argued by Riccardo Pucella [Puc13]
and use the tools of modal logic to analyse it. Being secure is knowing that one’s enemies
cannot break into one’s defences. It is also knowing that one is not letting them in by mistake.
So it is knowing how to reason about what they say, what to believe and what not to believe,
whilst still being open and flexible enough to trade.

1.7

Outline of the Thesis

We started by asking what the constraints on a global information architecture were. We
found that these required a decentralised P2P architecture. We then asked if there were parts
of the current architecture that did not follow these principles, and found that current web
applications were built around centralised information silos that did not allow just in time
cooperation, created privacy and confidentiality problems, thereby leading to a fragmentation
of the application space. We suggested that by moving from Web Applications (WebApp) to
HyperApps we could resolve this fragmentation problem.
However, this point of view then raises some further feasibility questions, many conceptual,
which have been treated in many diverse disciplines, and whose answers we will try to adapt to
our subject matter. It would make very little sense, therefore, to start the thesis by going over
all previous work in each of these disciplines, and then bring all of it together in one go, as the
reader would wonder where the argument is leading. Instead, we will break down the questions
into two main subjects one leading into the other, and in each subject go over previous work,
and then ask how this can be adapted to the “Web We Want”.
On the internet and the Web anyone can say anything, and even pretend to be anybody. This is
even more true on the semantic web where everyone can coin new words, and publish any data.
Indeed, this is a requirement for a decentralised architecture: the Web is successful because it is
built in a way that does not require one source of truth or even agreement over what the truth
is, or how to reach it. All it requires is agreement on meaning. But then what is meaning? This
will be the topic of chapter 2. How does one come to agree on meaning? We see what we can
learn from general theories of meaning that emerged from the philosophy of language and see
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how these can be applied to the web and why they are relevant to the world of HyperApps. We
will see how the literature in this space came to some very interesting answers relating formal
languages to use, even slowly shifting from an emphasis on semantics to one in pragmatics, and
then to settle as these being two orthogonal but interdependent dimensions. Results from this
space will help us understand some well-known clashes of philosophies on the web, that led
to the schism between logicians and LinkedData pragmatists. Exploring this relation between
pragmatics and semantics will allow us to go further than LinkedData by taking on board the
underused R/W ability of the web. We will then be able to explain how one can coin new terms,
and even how a HyperApp can commit itself or know that an agent it is interacting with has.
In short, what is needed to make web-commerce feasible for such applications?
This mapping of the dimension of pragmatics to the web, where the critical notion can be seen
as that of saying that – an act that commits the sayer to the consequences of what is said – will
allow us to move into the space of security. For if saying something commits one minimally to
the consequences of what is said, then it is essential to be able to know who said something,
and how far one should trust what they are saying - for after all each of us has skills that give us
authority over some domains but not others. That is, communication requires a certain amount
of critical thinking on the part of the listener, who has to determine if he can base his actions on
what is said. This is most clearly put in focus when reasoning about problems of access control,
where, as argued already by [Aba+91], the problem is of working out when one can deduce
something from what someone says. The logic they developed was a modal logic, that maps via
the Curry Howard isomorphism to the concept of Monads in programming. The problem there
was that the modal logic produced by Monads had always seemed bizarre, and was pointed out
as a reason for not accepting this mapping. We go over the issues and show that some little
known paper by Satoshi Kobayashi [Kob97] resolves that problem, allowing us to use intuitions
from functional programming to help understand issues in security and vice-versa.
We then map these concepts to those of access control on the read-write web and show what is
needed to enable decentralised social networking applications. We find that though we have
the tools to informally explain how to reason about these issues, we still need to provide the
full formalisation of this logic. This will need to be developed in detail in future work. We also
show how by enlarging this beyond personal social networks to verification of abilities – such
as the ability to drive – we will need what we call an institutional web of trust anchored in
a Web of Nations. We show that this is already needed for the most widespread HyperApp,
namely the browser, and that the fact that this is not yet available is behind a considerable
number of security problems on the web. We describe how this can be built, how it can help
stem the growth of Phishing, as well as re-establish trust in and on the web.
Finally, in chapter 4 we will point out what remains to be done to complete the task of presenting
a mathematical theory of the web that takes its hypertextual nature into account and correctly
places applications as the new writing tools to help facilitate cooperation in a global mosaic of
contexts.

Chapter 2

Philosophy of Language
We argued above that the fragmentation problem of the current web comes from lack of
interoperability at the data layer, which requires a move from Data to HyperData and a move
from Apps to HyperApps. We will see that HyperApps go beyond LinkedData in so far as such
applications are not just about describing the world and defining new terms, but committing
people using them to actions, such as going to a meeting, buying some goods or services,
shipping goods, entering a contract, or simply naming things. The ability to do things with
language, as opposed to just describing the world, is fundamental to our lives, as demonstrated
by John Searle in Making the Social World: The Structure of Human Civilization [Sea10]. We do
engage in such actions on the Web currently, but to enable this to be done by HyperApps that
can function independently of any particular domain, these concepts need to be made explicit.
The first standards to enable our new application architecture were published at the W3C in
1999 and have slowly grown in what is known as the Semantic Web stack. However, a rift has
grown in the large community that emerged, especially between those developing the semantic
standards, and those using them in the manner prescribed by the LinkedData movement. This
was nicely illustrated by Stefan Schlobach’s keynote presentation “Linked Data and Semantics:
Belle et la Bête” which started with this story9 :
In this new version of an old legend, two brothers, LinkedData and semantics,
had grown apart. One brother considered the simplicity and pragmatism of data
publishing and reuse with minimal formal commitment to be the ultimate beauty.
He feared and loathed the expressive power of rich semantics, which few people
understand, and even fewer apply in reasonably correct ways. For his brother,
though, few things were more beautiful than predictable inference based on formal
entailment, and he felt constantly threatened by the beast of large scale messy
LinkedData, a complex system few people understand, and even fewer apply in
reasonably unambiguous ways.
9
Presentation given at the LinkedData Workshop of the WWW 2018 Conference in Lyon. Quote reproduced
from the workshop abstract of his talk at http://events.linkeddata.org/ldow2018/
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The formal RDF semantics specs do not mention LinkedData or usage. Does that make them
irrelevant? If so, should the LinkedData movement just ignore Theory? Is it perhaps all just a
matter of convention?
We first show that this doubt is actually not new and has already played itself out over the past
century with the development of formal logic which emphasised truth and reasoning, and only
later came to appreciate the dimension of language use. This discovery led to similar doubts in
philosophy as to the relevance of the initial formalisms.
We then present in detail David Lewis’ very general and elegant answer that allows one to
understand how these two dimensions – language in terms of truth conditions and language
use – fit together. He there makes clear why one can think of a statement committing one to its
consequences, promising, ordering, questioning, defining, etc… as language games.
The generality of Lewis’ answer makes it easy to apply it to web standards. We locate HTTP
as the layer to look for what is known in language as Speech Acts and call these Document
Acts. This allows us to clarify then some features of RDF semantics such as the role of relative
URLs understood as indexicals. We can go a lot further and show how one can name things,
give orders as well as make promises, actions that are clearly needed if one wants HyperApps
to have commercial use. This allows us to bring to light some misunderstood features of the
Linked Data Protocol (LDP).
Due to space constraints, we then quickly go over newer developments in Philosophy of
Language by Robert Brandom, whose Analytic Pragmatism goes much further in founding
semantics on pragmatics. We also show quickly how Ruth Garett Milikan’s biological realism can
give some insights into large scale evolution of language that could be useful in understanding
the future development of HyperApps. We need to leave the details of these developments to
the final thesis.
All of the above will then give us a foundation to start finding our way around the more recent
developments in Logic which take the idea of Games seriously, such as for example Game
Semantics which can provide foundations for a logic of access control, or perhaps even Ludics
which base all of logic on interactions.

2.1

A very short history: from the birth of logic to the discovery
of use

One can see the internet as emerging from thinking regarding the mechanics of languages,
starting with Leibniz and his dream of a “characteristica universalis” where he imagined an
ideal language in which all thoughts could be expressed algebraically. The first major step
towards this was made by George Boole in the first half of the 19th century in the now famous
Boolean Logic. It was enhanced by Frege’s work on first and second order logic [Fre79] at the
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end of that century and led to the attempt to build mathematics on a foundation of logic and set
theory as witnessed by Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead’s 3 volume 2000 pages
long Principia Mathematica [WR12].
With these new mathematical tools at hand, a program of trying to solve age-old philosophical
problems took hold, spurred by Wittgenstein’s short 75 page ‘Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus’
[Wit22]. This, of course, required thinking of how to translate problems previously formulated in
human languages into these formal languages, and how to translate any answers formulated in
those back. The complexity of this process ended up leading many to doubt the feasibility of the
task that initially seemed so close to hand. In lectures in the 30ies, and his notes posthumously
published under the title ‘Philosophical investigations’ [Wit53] Wittgenstein argued that such
formal systems were themselves misleading. Instead, he suggested one look at languages as
a set of overlapping language games. However, as he thought this entailed most concepts
including games as not having clear formal structures but more loose family resemblances,
he did not think of this as leading to a new formal research field. Rather he thought all one
could do is pay close attention to language use. Indeed philosophers such as J.L. Austin studied
very carefully how language is used in real life [Aus62]. As opposed to formal logic which is
presented as describing what is – “The world is all that is the case” [Wit22] – truly or falsely
perhaps, Austin showed that we don’t just describe things with words but also use them to do
things such as naming ships, closing meetings, or marrying couples. The statement ”You are
now man and wife” by the priest, makes true, what previously was not. These descriptions of
language use then later led to renewed theories of such uses, such as John Searle’s 1969 Speech
acts [Sea69].
During the same period logic evolved too. Any attempt to translate philosophical problems
into logic ends up being confronted with modal concepts such as necessity and possibility.
Initially, thinkers influenced by the Vienna Circle such as A.J. Ayer in Language, Truth and
Logic [Aye36] argued that these concepts could be understood merely in terms of language,
understood in terms of first-order logic. Necessary truths were just analytic truths, true by
definition, which we knew apriori, without needing to look at the world. Non-necessary
truths were the synthetic ones, which we knew a posteriori, by observation of the world.
Everything else they claimed was metaphysics - a word that at the time had been associated
with the dark ages of Hegelianism, which analytic philosophy based on mathematical clarity
was meant to have forever left behind. The completeness proofs for Modal logic published
by Saul Kripke in 1959 at age 19 [Kri59] turned that simple picture on its head. Based on S5
logic by C.I.Lewis with reference to possible worlds first imagined by Leibniz, metaphysics
reappeared strengthened and the simple bipartite distinctions between analytic/synthetic,
necessary/possible, apriori/aposteriori truths fell apart10 . It turned out that the same type of
10

It becoming possible to articulate a-posteriori necessary truths such as ‘Hesperus = Phosphorus‘ which is
necessarily true because an identity of rigidly referring terms, yet was the discovery of Venus and so a-posteriori
[Kri72]. Similarly it became possible to think of non-necessary analytic truths such as Gareth Evans’s example
[Eva83] of the name ”Julius” defined as ”the man who invented the zipper” which would then make ”Julius invented
the zipper” analytic, yet not necessary, since whoever invented it, could have failed to do so.
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apparatus also had epistemological applications allowing clear analysis of concepts that behave
like idealisations of what we think of as knowledge and belief [Hin62].

2.2

David Lewis on Convention

In Convention: a philosophical study [Lew69], David K. Lewis sets out to answer scepticism with
regard to the conventional nature of language stemming from W.V.O. Quine, his PhD supervisor,
and his famous criticism of the analytic/synthetic distinction developed in ‘Two dogmas of
empiricism’ [Wil63].
Quine doubted that thinking of language as conventional could bring much clarity to the subject.
All one could see, Quine argued, were regularities of behaviour. For the largest parts of natural
language one could find no point where conventions were established to give sense to the
meaning of words, and even less to decide on the appropriate grammar. How indeed would the
original humans who presumably had no language, have ever come to an agreement about the
meaning of a word? And why would we still be bound by their agreement?
This problem may not seem so pressing for artificial languages such as HTML or protocols such
as HTTP developed in standards bodies, since there we have languages already in use, and
organisations such as the W3C and IETF that have procedures set up to produce standards that
seem very much like clear cut cases of conventions. Even if one notices that the Web started
before the existence of such standard bodies, this seems only lightly problematical. Still, an
analysis of convention that could cover both artificial languages and natural languages could be
beneficial: it could help us at the very least be clear about what is conventional in a language
and what cannot be11 . But also, as we will see thereafter, it is on this foundation that Lewis
builds a fully general theory of language, applicable both to natural and to artificial languages,
such as those used on the internet. Finally, without a place for analyticity, defining new terms
becomes quite problematic, and so his counter-argument to Quine will prove to be helpful to us
too.
David Lewis draws inspiration from Schelling’s The strategy of conflict [Sch60] to think about
convention in terms of coordination problems. He starts the book with 12 such coordination
problems, of which we will only cite two.
One example that until recently – before the widespread use of cell phones – would have been
a common occurrence, is that of a few friends trying to meet somewhere at a given time in
town. It matters little to them where they meet so long as they all go to the same place. If they
happen to meet at a place and they decide to meet each other the week thereafter, but fail to
agree on a place, then the precedent set by the first meeting place will make it a salient choice
11

For example it is easy to fall into the error of thinking that because standards bodies deal in conventions, that
all arguments they work with are matters of convention, and then to go on thinking that mathematical, logical, or
architectural reasoning are just a question of majority voting.
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Figure 2.1: Payoff Matrix for Driving Left or Right

among all other clear meeting point possibilities. It may then become the conventional place
for them to meet.
An example that still speaks to us clearly now is the following:
Suppose several of us are driving down the same winding two-lane roads. It matters
little to anyone whether he drives on the left or the right lane, provided the others
do likewise. But if some drive in the left lane and some in the right, everyone is
in danger of collision. So each must choose whether to drive in the left lane or
the right according to his expectations about the others: to drive in the left lane if
most of all others do, to drive in the right lane if most or all of the others do (and
to drive where he pleases if most of the others are more or less equally divided).
We can illustrate this with the Payoff Matrix shown in figure 2.1 which represents the valuations
two drivers A and B have for each of the alternatives built out of the combined actions described
as drive Right and drive Left for each driver. The equilibrium positions are those where both
drivers drive on their left or both drive on their right, which are the positions that best allow
them to coordinate their driving. Since driving a car allows one to cover vast distances, one
rarely knows who it is that is driving towards one, making it impossible to have a set of rules
on a case by case basis. The value to drivers of knowing that the convention on which side to
drive is common knowledge12 to everyone driving in a geographical area is not in doubt and
grows the larger the space travelled in is.
We can now see why Schelling’s “reorientation of Game Theory” away from a focus on games
of pure conflict, towards seeing them as lying on a spectrum, with games of pure coordination
at the opposite end, was so inspiring.
This spectrum makes sense of the role of institutions such as the W3C or the IETF that work
with organisations (be they companies, countries, universities or even individuals) that are
often in very strong conflictual relations, to help them select coordination equilibrium points
12

the formal explanation of the notion of common knowledge has been attributed to Lewis in this book
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that would help all of them, even as they are competing.13 Take the Browser Wars in the late
1990ies that pitted Microsoft against Netscape in a battle for browser dominance. Even though
they were competing for browser market share, the battle they were engaged in required them
to satisfy publishers and readers neither of whom wanted to limit the size of their audience
to just one of the browser vendors, or to have to double their work by making a site for each
different browser – when they were forced to do this, it was a clear cost to either side, and
this cost translated itself in a monitoring of Microsoft via the process of an AntiTrust case that
lasted many years.
This brings us to the analysis of language as a convention. The structure of his arguments
comes out much more clearly in the 1975 article ‘Languages and language’ [Lew75] republished
in [Lew83]. There he presents his answer to the question “What is a Language?” in 3 steps:
thesis, antithesis and synthesis.

2.2.1

Thesis: Language as a Formal Structure

The Thesis presents a language £ as a formal structure assigning meaning to sets of strings or
marks – sentences – of the language.
What could a meaning of a sentence be? Something which, when combined with
factual information about the world – or factual information about any possible
world – yields a truth value. It could therefore be a function from worlds to truth
values – or more simply, a set of worlds. We can then say that a sentence σ is true
in a language £ at a world w if and only if w belongs to the set of worlds £(σ). We
can say that σ is true in £ (without mentioning a world) if and only if our actual
world belongs to £(σ).
In chapter 5, §2 “Grammars” [Lew69] he enriches this notion by pointing out that any learnable
language even if infinite, needs to be finitely specifiable.14 Quite strikingly [RDF Semantics]
had the following informative technical note §1.1 which used the language of possible worlds
to explain the meaning of RDF graphs in the role of sentences:
The basic intuition of model-theoretic semantics is that asserting a sentence makes
a claim about the world: it is another way of saying that the world is, in fact, so
arranged as to be an interpretation which makes the sentence true. In other words,
13

This is a mathematical way of clarifying the motto “a rising tide lifts all boats” which CEO Jonathan Schwartz of
Sun Microsystems explains was the core of Sun Microsystems’ philosophy https://jonathanischwartz.wordpress.
com/2006/11/13/a-rising-tide-lifts-all-boats/
14
Once a grammar is added, then we can generalise this in more contemporary mathematics using Institution
Theory which “is a very general mathematical study of formal logical systems —with emphasis on semantics—that is
not committed to any particular concrete logical system.” [Dia15], This allows us to see the similarity of structures
between different semantics, and so remove what for some may be the problematic dependence on possible worlds,
by showing how we can translate between various different models.
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an assertion amounts to stating a constraint on the possible ways the world might
be. Notice that there is no presumption here that any assertion contains enough
information to specify a single unique interpretation. It is usually impossible to
assert enough in any language to completely constrain the interpretations to a
single possible world, so there is no such thing as ’the’ unique interpretation of an
RDF graph. In general, the larger an RDF graph is - the more it says about the world
- then the smaller the set of interpretations that an assertion of the graph allows to
be true - the fewer the ways the world could be, while making the asserted graph
true of it.
This satisfaction relation between syntax and model defined as ⊆ W × S between a space W
of worlds (states or models) and a space S of sentences, gives rise to the interpretation function
J−K : S → P(W) mentioned in the quote above (with P as the PowerSet functor, which takes
any set to the set of all its subsets).

A language £ in David Lewis’ sense is one such function, one way of mapping sentences to
worlds. Indeed, when we speak of natural languages, we assume that the meaning of most
of the words, and so of the sentences built up from them, is fixed - at least to within some
constraints. As we will see, this leaves much open to interpretation, once we make space for
indexicals, vagueness, language evolution and the history of a conversation. However, we first
start with this simplified theory.

2.2.2

Antithesis: Language as a Social Phenomenon
What is a language? A social phenomenon which is part of the natural history of
human beings; a sphere of human action, wherein people utter strings of vocal
sounds, or inscribe strings of marks, and wherein people respond by thought or
action to the sounds or marks which they observe or have produced.

We are here in the intersubjective space of agents leaving traces in order to influence someone
else (perhaps their later self) who perceiving those traces, will come to believe that one wanted
them to come to believe that thing or act in a given way (in the case of an order for example).
Remember that each player finds a coordination equilibrium insofar as they not only reasons
about their own advantage, but also consider the point of view of the other players, to see what
is in those players advantage too. Taking the point of view of others is recursive, as it may
involve attempting to consider the others’ point of view of ones own point of view. If such an
equilibrium position is reached and repeats itself regularly, it starts a regularity that strengthens
with repetition - since the actions with precedent gains in importance in the Payoff Matrix and so become conventional. Below is the summary definition of a convention,
Conventions are regularities in action, or in action and belief, which are arbitrary
but perpetuate themselves because they serve some sort of common interest. Past
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conformity breeds future conformity because it gives one reason to go on conforming; but there is some alternative regularity which could have served instead, and
would have perpetuated itself the same way if only it had got started.

We do not need to know a lot about the other person driving a car to understand that within
the space of choices Drive Left/Drive Right, it is always in the interest of both parties to drive
in the same manner. The same holds for stopping at red lights, blinking before turning, and
many other conventional behaviours. At some point the regularities become automatic and
one no longer thinks about their intersubjective coordination origins.

2.2.3

Synthesis: Formal and Social

The question remains then how these two languages – the formal and the social convention
based ones – come together.
We know what it is to call this connection we are after: we can say that a given
language £ is used by, or is a (or the) language of, a given population P. We also
know that this connection holds by virtue of the conventions of language prevailing
in P. Under suitably different conventions, a language would have been used by P.
There is some sort of convention whereby P uses £ – but what is it? It is worthless
to call it a convention to use £, even if it can be correctly be so described, for we
want to know what it is to use £.
My proposal is that the convention whereby a population P uses a language £ is a
convention of truthfulness and trust in £. To be truthful in £ is to act in a certain
way: to try never to utter any sentences of £ that are not true in £. Thus it is to
avoid uttering any sentence of £ unless one believes it to be true in £. To be trusting
in £ is to form beliefs in a certain way: to impute truthfulness in £ to others, and
thus to tend to respond to another’s utterance of any sentence of £ by coming to
believe that the uttered sentence is true in £.
Note that David Lewis in Convention: A philosophical study [Lew08] and in this article extends
the meaning of sentences to cover factual statements as well as orders, questions, promises and
other speech acts and then extends the notion of what it is for a population to speak a language
as we will see in section 2.3.1.
The use of the currency symbol £ to represent languages is perhaps no accident and could be
useful to help think about what is being presented here. The concept of Truth and Trust have
come together in US currency since 1864 as shown in figure 2.215 and the relation between
God and the Word – and so Truth is not far – can be traced back as far as the new testament,
15

”In God we Trust” was later adopted as the US motto in 1956.
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“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.” (King
James Version, John 1.1).

Figure 2.2: ”IN GOD WE TRUST” first appeared on the obverse side of the two-cent piece in
1864.

Indeed, when presenting a coin one enters a game which commits one to not using a counterfeit
one, and when accepting legal tender, one trusts both that the currency is well managed, and
that the presented token is not counterfeit. When too much money gets printed or when too
much counterfeit currency starts circulating, trust in it breaks down, the currency inflates,
and one can end up in a state of Babel, with no efficient language for the exchange of goods
and services. Indeed the way to contrast what philosophers have termed social contract and a
convention, is in what both are comparing: social contracts are regularities which a population
prefers to no regularity in that domain at all – a.k.a the state of nature (a.k.a Babel when applied
to languages) [Lew69] – as that involves a general loss of power, since it involves the loss of a
whole type of abilities to cooperate. A convention, on the other hand, is a selection between
alternative equally reasonable (at least initially) equilibrium points. It is a convention that we
use one currency rather than another, but that we use one at all is explainable via the advantages
gained by a social contract.
It is clear that the innate trust children have in their parents and environment is what allows
them to learn a language. If the child started doubting that a chair is named ”chair” then
teaching them words would be very difficult. So David Lewis’ emphasis on Truth and Trust
makes the most sense at that important level. Annette Baier brings these themes nicely together
in ‘Trust and Antitrust’ [Bai86]
Infant trust that normally does not need to be won but is there unless and until it
is destroyed is important for an understanding of the possibility of trust. Trust is
much easier to maintain than it is to get started and is never hard to destroy. Unless
some form of it were innate, and unless that form could pave the way for new
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forms, it would appear a miracle that trust ever occurs. The postponement of the
onset of distrust is a lot more explicable than hypothetical Hobbesian conversions
from total distrust to limited trust. The persistent human adult tendency to profess
trust in a creator-God can also be seen as an infantile residue of this crucial innate
readiness of infants to initially impute goodwill to the powerful persons on whom
they depend.

At the same time Trust can only flourish because the parents make sure to create an environment
of trust for the child, taking care of the friends they have, and participating in the life of the
city (Greek: πόλις pronounced [pólis]) to help keep it healthy as far as they can. One cannot
do everything oneself, so one needs to give others access to what is valuable to one.
It is plausible to construe all cases of being trusted not merely as cases of being
trusted by someone with access to what matters to the truster, but as some control
over that, expected to be used to take care of it, and involving some discretionary
powers in so doing?
The truster gives control by giving access; which he could not do if he did not control access.
A certain minimal mechanism for critical thinking is therefore required. If so, this would
mean that trust need not be fully automatic - banks do have machines to verify for counterfeit
currency, and shopkeepers often do make quick checks before accepting notes. Lewis does not
emphasise this point, but without this wrinkle, the definition of the relation between formal
and natural languages would be hopelessly optimistic and would seem to make security checks
impossible, having made trust part of the definition of language. We will look at the security
and access control aspect in more detail in chapter 3.
With this wrinkle we thus have it that the formal language spoken by a group is that one in
which one can perceive those engaged in it as having a convention of using it to express truthful
sentences that listeners will presume should be evaluated as such, at the very least trust them
to mean what the formal language says they should. To steal a leaf from Brandom, whose
thinking on this subject we will look at later, this means at the very least that stating something
commits one to the consequences of what was stated, can be evaluated as such, and so requires
the ability to give reasons for what one is doing when asked. This in a way is packed into
the notion of formal language and semantics which need to come with a notion of inferential
consequence. Indeed in possible worlds semantics, a sentence σ implies a sentence σ 0 if the
meaning of σ is a subset of σ 0 . Or more formally, given a meaning function, J−K : S → P(W)

we have JσK ⊆ Jσ 0 K. If one finds someone committed to σ but who denies σ 0 , one may be on
the way to discovering a difference in language use.

The convention of using this language enables sophisticated communication that would otherwise not be able to take place. We can thus bring language understood formally – whether
as a simple mapping, an algebra, or in terms of Generative Grammars,…– and language use
together.
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Language learnability and evolution

In “Convention” Lewis develops the formal language to take into account indexical sentences,
multimodal ones, grammars, ambiguity, as well as language evolution.
Grammars have to be somehow recursively specifiable if they are to be learnable. Children
need to be able to learn how to put words together in order to say declarative sentences that
can be evaluated for truth or falsity. A child screams “Blanket!”. One starts off looking for it
alone, but after a while one is able to start asking the child to look too. “In Bed” answers the
child, and one can go to the bed with him and look around and see if it is indeed there. Later it
is possible to add temporally modal sentences to speak about what will happen (“go skiing”)
or what has happened, and much later counterfactuals about what could have happened, by
for example reflecting on dangerous near-miss experiences. At each stage the child learns to
use new words, and so one could say that its subjective understanding of the wider language
evolves. This language is a subset of the whole language spoken by the family or the larger
community. For natural languages it is not easy to work out what the correct grammar for a
particular language is, and indeed different formal languages may differ in their assignment of
meanings to sentences in distant possible worlds. Such languages also evolve. New words are
added constantly (‘fake news‘ is a recent one). As a result, Lewis suggests we think of human
languages as clusters of formal languages that give more or less the same results for empirical
uses of the language under consideration. As such, the addition of a new word can be seen as a
function from that set to a narrower set of compatible languages.

2.2.5

Relation to the Web

The advantage of Lewis’ definition of Language and Convention is that it is very general. He
allows for languages that may be unpronounceable, very tedious to read and write, etc… And
so he allows for RDF: a language with a formal semantics, a number of formal syntaxes, but not
designed to be pronounced, certainly not in the most verbose versions such as NTriples. Take
the following NTriples statement consisting of 2 sentences stating that Tim Berners-Lee is a
person named ”Tim Berners-Lee”.
<https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i>
,→
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type> <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person> .
<https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i> <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name> ”Tim
,→
Berners-Lee” .

Listing 1: Subgraph of Tim Berners-Lee’s Profile in NTriples format

Pronouncing the above is extremely tedious. Indeed it is not designed for that, but rather to be
consumed by a parser, that translates it into an RDF Graph data structure that can with the
right libraries easily be manipulated by a program.
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There are a number of RDF Syntaxes – [RDF/XML 2004], [NT 1.1], [Turtle 1.1], [NQuads 1.1],
[N3], [JSON-LD 1.1], [BinaryRDF], [RDFa 1.1], … – standardised among the much larger space of
possible RDF syntaxes and each fitting a particular need and fashion. Syntaxes were developed
according to the estimated ease with which developers might pick them up.
Thus RDF/XML was developed when it was thought that angle brackets were webby. However,
as XML is an extensible syntax, and RDF an extensible semantics, and those two domains a little
tricky to distinguish for people just trying to get things done, this lead to confusions. Added
to that, the flexibility of RDF/XML meant that the easier to provide XML tooling was entirely
inadequate for working with RDF/XML. The confusion has led people to use the wrong tools,
and thus to deem RDF, whose semantics is one of the simplest, to be thought to be too difficult.
Syntaxes like [NT 1.1] were developed to make it extremely easy to learn with the RDF model
in mind, and from there, extensions to [Turtle 1.1] which are a small extra step, make it also
easy to write. The syntax was then extended elegantly to the more powerful [N3], which allows
for the expression of rules, and was also the basis for the [SPARQL 1.1] query syntax.
Lately, on the assumption that those who understood most about modelling were not people
with experience in markup, but Object Oriented (OO) programmers, and with the widespread
adoption of JavaScript, and the subsequent success of JSON, whose syntax is modelled on
JavaScript, the syntax [JSON-LD 1.1] was developed. It risks a little the same problems as those
presented by RDF/XML as it is building on an existing syntax developed by a community that
may misunderstand what is presented to it. On the other hand with the widespread deployment
of JavaScript it is much easier to present such a community with a simple to download library
that they can get using immediately, a possibility that was not present when XML tooling was
developed.
The selection of syntaxes is thus relatively arbitrary but, as we see, community driven. Those in
use thus fit the definition of a convention since other formats could have been selected. Having
once made a number of relatively arbitrary syntactic decisions, the advantage of publishing
data in those formats makes it more likely that software will be able to parse them. Publishers
publish in those syntaxes taking into account the more or less widespread deployment of parsers
to consume that data, as well as the ease with which developers will understand the syntax and
so understand the use they can make of that data. Over time, a few of these syntaxes might
become so widespread as to eclipse the others, reducing the work of publishers and consumers
of data.
Unlike natural languages, all of these syntaxes map to approximately the same data structures.
Even though some map to RDF Graphs, others to Pointed Sets of RDF Graphs (a.k.a Datasets),
and in the case of N3 to DataSets with rules, one could without loss map all of them to the most
advanced data structure, that of N3, just by leaving the missing types of data blank.
The other difference with natural languages is that all RDF words (International Resource
Identifiers (IRI)) have the same interpretation across the various syntaxes. Some words in
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English can be found in French, but they usually mean something different. Not in RDF, where
the idea was inspired by logical principles of assigning unique meanings to symbols to avoid
fallacies of reasoning. What is similar to words in natural languages, and indeed all languages, is
that the meaning of each IRI is arbitrary. RDF being a first-order language framework, the [RDF
Semantics] specifies how the meaning of graphs can be determined once one has determined the
references of the set of IRIs it contains. However, the RDF semantics spec does not determine
what those references are, or how to find out what they refer to. Yet, once one assigns to each
IRI in RDF a reference, then the meaning of all sentences using those IRIs is determined. In
other words: once the references have been set, RDF determines for each possible world16 a
truth value for that sentence. Hence RDF is a framework to define potentially an infinite set of
possible languages, in the sense of language used by Lewis. But given that its words are global
identifiers, there can only, in fact, be one actual language. A language with a vocabulary so
vast that no-one would know but a small fraction of it.
To illustrate this let us consider the following: The URL <https://www.w3.org/People/Ber c
ners-Lee/card#i> (henceforth timbl:i) refers to Tim Berners-Lee in the actual RDF Language
£@ that we have in this world, but could have referred to any other object or person, for example
me in another language £’ used in a close possible world - i.e. one where we assume the minimal
changes to the current one, compatible with that linguistic difference. [Lew73] If we add an
additional difference to our language such that the URL <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/name>
(henceforth foaf:name) refers in £0 to the relation that holds between a person and the name of
someone they know, then in £0 the NTriples shown in listing 1 would still be true in our actual
world @, but the set of possible worlds at which it would be true would be quite different from
what it is with its actual meaning in £@ . For example since it is possible that I never heard of
Tim, there is a world w in which Tim still is a person and has the same name, but I don’t know
of him, making the Interpretation of the Graph in listing 1 true at w in the actual language £@
but not in £0 .
So how do we determine the meaning of those IRIs? Or to put it in David Lewis’ terms, how do
we determine which of the possible RDF languages is actually used by us? The W3C defined
the first set of IRIs in a number of specs forming the semantic web stack (see [RDF Semantics]
or [OWL2 Semantics]). However, our criteria on the viability of a global information system,
requires anyone to be able to define the meaning of new IRIs. Anyone has to be able to define
new words for objects, relations and concepts that they care for. One way of doing this could
have been to follow the lead of the 1985 Object ID (OID) (Object IDentifiers17 ) standards that
use a number of different ways to determine the meaning of those identifiers, the most common
being to work with Registration Authorities. OIDs have a number of disadvantages that may
explain their less widespread adoption. OID’s being numbers are less memorable than URLs
which people use every day, they don’t have an easy lookup mechanism, and the reliance
on Registration Authorities creates a bottleneck that leaves smaller players out. Instead the
16
17

and occasion of ‘utterance’ as we will see below as we discuss the pragmatics of RDF.
for an attempt to collect the widely used OIDs see http://www.oid-info.com/
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LinkedData principle is simply the efficient one of giving the owner of the URL domain name
the possibility of placing a definition of that URL, on the same web server she uses to publish all
her other documents, building on widely distributed and useful know-how of web publishing, a
deployed infrastructure of web servers and web clients. This makes definition lookup easily
automatable. Hence for any URL appearing as a ’word’ in an RDF graph, the convention of
placing the definition of that URL at that location has a lot of practical advantages. One can find
its meaning by doing a lookup at that URL, allowing anyone to publish new globally unique
words, and make it easy and natural to find their meaning. This simple convention once made
clear is very strongly self reinforcing: as it is technically easy to do such a lookup and relatively
much more difficult to find out by any other way what the meaning of a URL is – especially in
a global space where people keep minting new ones – this imposes the regularity of this way of
looking up the meaning of a URL to all users. Here the precedent of a few people doing this –
and we saw how in conventions precedent can get a convention going – is strengthened by the
simplicity and efficiency of this method.
The above allows us to clearly see that the LinkedData movement ties in with the formal RDF
semantics exactly the way David Lewis explains formal languages that make no mention of use,
tie in with the social aspect of information exchange via a convention of use.
As we saw David Lewis’s general view of language also makes space for a number of other very
important aspects of natural language: namely speech acts, indexicals, and context. These are
complex enough to warrant their own section.

2.3
2.3.1

Language in Use
Speech Acts

A speech act is a way to do something with words: to not just describe the world but also to make
something come about. Examples are orders, questions, promises, naming, permitting, excusing.
This was first clearly discussed by J.L.Austin in 1962 in the famous book How to Do Things with
Words [Aus62], where he showed how common this was, discussed numerous examples and
gave a tentative classification of them. In 1975, John Searle suggested the following taxonomy
that he argued made more semantic sense of the data [Sea75]:
representatives

these commit the speaker to something being the case (to varying
degrees). So if I say “the keys are hanging by the entrance door”, then
I am taken to be committed to that. Brandom [Bra94a] would add that
it commits us to the logical consequences of the statement. Indeed it
explains why someone needing them may then go to the front door.
The idea is that one looks to the world to evaluate the statement for
truth or falsity. One can state, hypothesize, swear, boast, complain or
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deduce that p and the attitude towards the proposition would all be
representative.
directives

are attempts by the speaker to get the intended audience to do something. Here the declarative part of the sentence will only become true
if the audience successfully accomplishes a task to make the sentence
true. Indeed, one will know that they have succeeded when the sentence is true. So ”Close the door!” which could be paraphrased as “I
order you to make it the case that the door is closed“ will be done
when the person to whom the order is addressed closes the door, at
which point ”the door is closed” will be true. One may order, command,
request, ask, question, beg, plea, pray, entreat, and also invite, permit
and advise.

commissives

are those speech acts which commit the speaker to (some varying
degree) to some future course of action. The direction of fit here is
similar to directives, except that the subject here has to accomplish
something to make the statement true. Examples of this are promising,
undertaking, consenting, opposing, betting. Searle agrees that it would
be nice due to the direction of fit being the same as that of directives
– namely ”world” to ”word” – if the two could be put in the same
category.

expressives

the point of these is to express a relation between the speaker’s psychological state and a state of affairs. Examples are ”I apologize for stepping
on your toe”, ”I thank you for paying the money”, ”I congratulate you
on winning the race”.

declarations

Successful performance brings about the state of affairs described.
Examples are “I resign”, “You are fired”, “I christen this ship battleship
Missouri”, “War is hereby declared”, or more simply ”I define …” in a
mathematical statement. Here, the direction-of-fit Searle argues is both
word-to-world and world-to-word. The speech act makes the world
the way it describes it to be.

David Lewis in Convention: A philosophical study [Lew08] Chapter 5, makes space for speech
acts by having a language £ assign an interpretation not just to a sentence but to a sentence at an
occasion of utterance in a world (so a world, location pair) . An interpretation is also no longer
just a set of possible worlds, but a pair of a mood and a truth conditions (where truth conditions
are thought of extensionally as a set of possible worlds)18 . Moods could be one of the five
types of speech acts recognised by Searle above. Lewis is open as to their nature and number,
18

to make place for ambiguous sentences, the domain of £ are later expanded not just to interpretations but to
sets of interpretations. But that need not concern us here.
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leaving that space open for further development. For the purpose of his exposition, he identifies
the following moods: declarative, imperative (which includes interrogatives), commissive and
permissive moods. Formally given an open set of Moods M, and having defined occasions
of utterance O ⊆ W × L where L are locations of utterance in a world, we then have the
interpretation function J−K on sentences on occasions of use
J−K£ : S × O → M × P(W)
so that a sentence σ on occasion of use o has the following mood definitions, where π1 is the
first projection function defined as π1 (a, b) = a



0,






1,


Jσ, oK; π1 = 2,





3,




. . .

if σ used at o is indicative
imperative
commissive
permissive
left open

In “General Semantics” [Lew70] Lewis shows how using a transformation based categorial
grammar one could think of most sentences deriving from base grammars with base sentences
such as “It is the case that P“ for mood 0, “I order you to make it the case that P” for 1, “I promise
to make it the case that P” for 2, and “You are now authorized to make it the case that P” for 3,
which would then be transformed into the less clumsy sentences we actually use. Be that as it
may, that discussion makes it clear that the correct way of understanding the interpretation
of a sentence on an occasion are two orthogonal elements, a mood and a declarative sentence
such that we have the following equality for a given sentence P uttered on an occasion o where
+ is to be understood as concatenation of strings and π2 (a, b) = b:

J“It is the case that” + P, oK; π2 = J“I order you to make it the case that” + P, oK; π2
= J“I promise to make it the case that” + P, oK; π2

= J“You are now authorized to make it the case that” + P, oK; π2
In that case the question is: given an interpretation of a sentence on an occasion into a pair of a
mood and a set of worlds, what is the role of the mood? It turns out that the moods remain
as uninterpreted tags in the formal language £, and only get interpreted at the point where
we specify how a population uses a language [Lew69]. This becomes clear in the following
definitions of truthfulness and trust in a language £ by a population P (with x taken from most
of P ):
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If σ is a sentence of £ which would be indicative in £ on an occasion o of its
utterance by x to an audience in P , then x tries to make sure that he utters σ on o
only if σ would be true in £ on o.
If σ is a sentence of £ which was imperative in £ on an occasion o of its utterance
to x by a member y of P, and if y and x have – and it is common knowledge between
them that they have – a common interest in making it possible for y to control x’s
actions within a certain range by uttering verbal expressions, and if there is some
action in that range whereby x could try to make σ true in £ on o, then x tries to
act in such a way that σ was true in £ on o.
If σ is a sentence of £ which was commissive in £ on an occasion o of its
utterance by x to an audience in P, then x tries to act in such a way that σ was true
in £ on o.
In short for a population to use a language is for them to respect the moods in their language
games, seen now as games between speakers and audience. If one considers truth conditions
to determine temporal states of the world this leads one to a modal logic where the game
determines who has to play to make something true, or in the case of indicatives if the sentence
is true independently of anyone’s actions.
One can also think of a world as consisting of all past, present and future states, as David Lewis
clearly does when he gives an atemporal notion of truth, as shown below.
σ is true in £ on o under hµ, τ i if an only if £ assigns to hσ, oi a set of interpretations
containing hµ, τ i and the truth condition τ holds in – that is contains – the possible
world w in which the possible occasion o of utterance of σ is located.
Agents being finite don’t of course know which is the actual future, and so one must represent
their belief state with a set of possible worlds, each consisting of all future states consistent
with their beliefs. Making a statement is then seen as a claim that the actual world is in the
subsets of possible worlds that constitute the proposition, where in the case of imperatives or
commissives, the worlds are limited to those where the appropriate agent makes something be
the case. For the purpose of analysing computational systems like the web, a more processual
angle is better suited, and we will find this in Brandom’s Analytic Pragmatism.
Note that the move above of relativising the meaning of sentences to occasions of utterances also
allows one to cover other phenomena such as the following three: 1. Indexical sentences such
as ”I am at home” whose truth condition is determined by the location of the person speaking
at that moment. 2. Anaphoric sentences such as “The aforesaid party refused to pay” which
refer to elements of previous sentences in a conversation. 3. The history of a conversation can
shift the boundaries of what is in focus (and so what definite descriptions may refer to), what is
assumed, what is permitted,… as described in more detail in his 1979 article ‘Scorekeeping in a
Language Game’ [Lew79].
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If we combine this with the ambiguity of words and grammars detailed in ‘General semantics’
[Lew70], as well as the evident evolution of natural languages that he also covers, we have with
Lewis a general account of natural language semantics that leaves a lot to interpretation even
once a language £ (thought now as potentially infinite sets of compatible idealised languages)
has been selected as that of a community.

2.3.2

Document Acts

If we think of the various web syntaxes as a language used by us, then we should expect to
find something equivalent to speech acts on the web. Even though the web is an engineering
creation one should not expect to find direct references to the philosophical literature in the
specifications, but we can soon find parallels.
Clearly, people do a lot with documents on the web. They publish them, link to them, alter
them, etc… They also buy products, sign contracts, pay their taxes, play games, and much more.
So just as with natural language, a formal analysis of the web only in terms of truth conditions
would miss out on the key aspect of its value as a communication medium.

2.3.2.1

Locating Speech Acts on the Web

Since the web is a repository of syntactically encoded documents, we should expect not to find
speech acts but what we can call Document Acts: things we can do with documents. Where
does that action take place? The most clearly event-related part of the web standards is to be
found at the HTTP level, described in standards such as [HTTP 1.1]. And indeed all HTTP
requests start with a verb, of which the following are the most common:
• GET to request a representation of a resource named by a URL
• POST to create a new subresource in a resource by sending it content. This can be used
to create new documents, leaving the naming of it to the resource addressed, send a form,
etc…
• PUT to create a new resource with the content sent at the given URL
• DELETE to delete a resource with the given URL
Just as speech acts can be infelicitous, so can HTTP requests. One can attempt any of these
actions and fail for many different reasons, the general categories of reasons being specified
in detail in [HTTP 1.1] section on error codes: the resource does not exist, has moved, was
deleted, one is not authorized to do what one attempted, the format requested is not available,
the request was malformed, etc…
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Interestingly, the only action that one can be safe in doing on the web is GET. One cannot
commit oneself to anything using that verb. The server can, of course, keep information
that the request was made, but that is the limit of it. In Searle’s terms GET is a directive
requesting a given representation of a resource. In Lewis’ terms it could be thought of as either
an interrogative or an imperative. Perhaps here we can see the advantage of an interrogative
mood, in that being closer to a declarative it asks for information without requiring anything
to be done, other than answer the question, just as a declarative is the making of a statement to
be evaluated only for truth. A successful answer to a GET – i.e. one with a 2xx response code
– is in Searle’s terms a representative, – a surprising apt choice of words in this context. Lewis
calls them declaratives.
All the other verbs have side effects that one has to be aware of. Most notably POST which
allows the creation of a new resource given some content sent. It is the verb used to upload
documents, send messages, add content to shopping carts, to check out, make transfers, pay
taxes,…So it is the action that can get one committed to something to which one had not been
committed previously in quite the same way that going to one’s wedding and saying ”yes I will”
commits one to a new way of life – if no one objects. The content sent along with a POST
will have or not such an effect depending on what resource it is sent to, i.e. to which location,
what type of resource that is, and whose resource it is. One can make a transfer only if one
POSTs to the right form on the web site of a bank. One can add something to a shopping cart
only in a form that is related to some store, and one can buy those products only by POSTing
to a checkout form on that store. Doing that can also commit one to transfer money, and if
successful for the store to send the goods. With a POST one thus has the tools giving the client
and the server the ability to express commissives as well as directives.
The forms used on the web at present are heavily dependent on human interpretation: The pages
in which they appear are written in HTML, as marked up natural language text, and there is no
standard as to the meaning of what is sent in the POST. Indeed, the default content encoding
of a form is a set of attribute-value pairs encoded in the application/x-www-form-urlencoded
mime type. Since attributes are simple strings, each attribute inherits all the ambiguity of
natural language – if they even use natural language! This is not a problem as the agency
producing the form encoding is overwhelmingly the agency decoding them, and so the only
coordination required is that group with itself.

2.3.2.2

Moving to HyperApps

In order to fully move to a HyperApp space with clients able to enter into commissive and
directive Document Acts independently of the server they are connected to, one needs to make
the semantics of such transactions explicit and open to a global convention. Lewis, Searle and
Brandom agree in their analysis of speech acts on the key role the truth conditional aspect plays.
This is especially clear in Lewis’ model where the interpretation of a sentence at a moment
is a pair of a speech act and truth condition. Most formal logics, and especially RDF – as a
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first-order logic for the web – are defined in terms of truth conditions only. Enriching those
with a mood is an easy enough extension since it adds the orthogonal pragmatic dimension
which we found HTTP made available.

2.3.3

Short history of the Read-Write Web

This brings us then to [LDP 1.0] a lightweight protocol extension of [HTTP 1.1] developed
at the W3C and inspired by previous work on R/W protocols such as [WebDAV] and [Atom
Protocol]. [WebDAV] was successfully implemented as a R/W protocol to extend the use of
file browsers to the web, allowing one to drag and drop files from a local computer onto a
web server using only HTTP. It was then successfully extended with the SVN19 web-based
version control system, though this never made it to a standard track. The main criticism at the
time was that WebDAV was too complicated to implement, certainly for uses such as Blogging.
This led to the simplified [Atom Protocol] protocol. Less understood at the time, was that by
relying as they did on XML syntax, both protocols lacked clear semantics enabling non ad-hoc
extensibility. In short: An extensible syntax does not make for a clear extensible semantics,
but the details of why this is so will have to be postponed. At one point the Atom syntax and
protocol was adopted by Twitter, leading to a thriving ecosystem of clients, giving an insight as
to how fruitful a read-write web can be. For business reasons this was then dropped by Twitter,
under cover of other changes such as the rise of the JSON format that developers found a lot
easier to use with JavaScript20 .
[LDP 1.0] being semantically defined in terms of RDF does not suffer from either the extensibility
problem, nor that of dependence on syntactic fashions21 , and so it is a good candidate for
a HyperApp protocol. This thesis is in part an attempt to explain the concepts needed to
understand the import of that standard, and help guide its future evolution. One of those
concepts, as we are seeing, is the notion of a Document Act.
At a high level [LDP 1.0] is a simple extension of HTTP. It defines the type of objects ldp:Con c
tainer – which acts similarly to a directory (a.k.a folders) on a file system – to which one can
POST new content, which if accepted creates a new ldp:Resource object – that is similar to a
new file22 .
There are three types of containers: ldp:BasicContainer, ldp:DirectContainer and ldp:Indi c
rectContainer. These differ only in what relations the server publishes as a result of creating a
resource, and as we will see this is all one needs to bootstrap more complex Document Acts.

http://subversion.apache.org/docs/
moral: an open standard must be wary of following a strategy that relies on adoption by a few large players
that can all too easily change their mind.
21
It was easy for example to add a [JSON-LD 1.1] representation towards the end of the standardisation process.
22
the type of ldp:Container is a subclass of ldp:Resource just as in UNIX all directories are also files
19
20
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bblfish.net
POST /people/henry/ HTTP 1.1
Content-Type: text/turtle
Slug: card
<> a foaf:PersonalProfileDocument;
foaf:primaryTopic <#me>.
<#me> foaf:name ”Henry Story”; …

/people/henry/

ldp:BasicContainer
ldp:contains

ldp:contains

depiction

ldp:contains

card

HTTP/1.1 201 Created
Location: https://bblfish.net/people/henry/card
Link: <http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp#Resource>;
rel="type"

Figure 2.3: A Client creating a new resource by sending a POST of Turtle content to a
BasicContainer which already contains an image. The successful POST creates a new resource
whose URL is transmitted back to the client.

2.3.4

Declarative Document Acts with the ldp:BasicContainer

A POST of some content to a ldp:BasicContainer only commits the client to the creation of
that content being added to the container. One can suggest a name by doing it using the Slug
header, but the container has the final choice. If the action is successful, the content appears
at a new URL linked to from the Container by a ldp:contains relation. The publication of
that relation is the responsibility of the server. This is a declarative Document Act in Lewis’
terminology, or a representative in Searle’s.
The document is then available and entails all the inferential relations that are explicitly encoded
in RDF, or implicitly in the use of certain specialised vocabularies – not all can be made explicit.
The document carves out a space of possibilities. However, it is only the relation of that document
to others that will be able to tell us if that statement is factual, hypothetical, fictional,…How
the determination between those modes is made is an important and interesting question. We
can learn here from David Lewis’ ‘Truth in fiction’ [Lew78], and see that this depends on what
the context determines to be the actual world. The way of determining context on the web is
initially through the links pointing to it, since that is the way to discover documents on the
web. On the other hand since once documents have been discovered, their URL can be shared it
is wise for the document to make the context explicit too, and one way to do this may be to add
a link in the HTTP header to the context.

2.3.5

Indexicals and Definitional Declaratives

We mentioned that allowing the meaning of sentences to be determined relative to the occasion
of utterance allowed Lewis to cover the use of indexicals in natural language. What is the
equivalent of these on the web?
We can find an answer by remembering that the reference of an indexical such as “I”, “you”,
“here”, … is determined at the moment of the speech act. To simplify somewhat, “I” refers
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to the speaker at that moment, “you” refers to a member of the audience, “here” refers to
the place at which the speech act took place, etc… The equivalent of this on the web are
relative URIs – see [URI] §4.2 “Relative Reference”. When receiving an HTML document for
example in answer to a GET from a location named by a URL base, any relative references
ref in that document can be resolved into a full URL by application of a simple function
resolve : U RI × RelativeRef → U RI, written in Scala as
val resolve: (base: URI, ref: RelativeRef) => URI
This allows one to turn relative references – thought of as indexicals appearing in declarative
sentences – into full references.
So for example the NTriples given in listing 1 would semantically be equivalent to the Turtle
document shown in listing 2, if this later one were to be fetched from the base <https://www.
w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card>.
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
<#i> a foaf:Person;
foaf:name ”Tim Berners-Lee” .
Listing 2: Turtle subgraph of Tim Berners-Lee’s Profile with relative references

If it were fetched from another URL say <http://pirate.example/> the resulting graph would
be different, just as different things are said when two people say ”I am in Paris”.
For the indicative mood we can say that representation d fetched from a URL base is semantically
equivalent to a document whose relative references have been resolved with base.
The advantage of working with the data structures whose URIs have been resolved is that their
truth conditions are independent of where the location of the Document Act which fetched
them. Thus in the case of RDF, graph merging is much easier to define: it can then be as simple
as Set union, assuming blank node normalization has already been done. This explains why
[RDF Semantics] emphasizes RDF Graphs with absolute URIs as this enables them to develop a
logic entirely without reference to the pragmatic dimension, leaving that open to be developed
elsewhere.
Nevertheless one could easily make sense of the meaning of RDF graphs with relative URLs: it
would just require their sense to be tied to the information as to where they were fetched. This
would help make sense of a number of situations on the web.
For one, when a client relies on caches or proxies as intermediaries to fetch some data, the
relative URLs are not resolved with respect to the base of the proxy, but with respect to the
base from which the proxy reports having fetched the representation. That is then similar to
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The f o l l o w i n g are two example URIs and t h e i r component p a r t s :
f o o : / / example . com:8042/ over / t h e r e ?name=f e r r e t#nose
\_/
\______________/\_________/ \_________/ \__/
|
|
|
|
|
scheme
authority
path
query
fragment
|
_____________________|__
/ \ /
\
urn : example : animal : f e r r e t : nose

Listing 3: URL and URN structure as defined in [URI]

the natural language case of someone reporting what someone else said. John said that Jill said
”I am going swimming”, has the quoted ‘I’ refer to Jill not to John.
It also helps explain an aspect of LDP that led to many heated discussions23 , namely what it
would mean to POST an RDF document with relative URLs. If one thinks of RDF graphs as only
having meaning if they have absolute URIs, then sending an RDF representation to a container
with relative URLs, could lead one to wonder what the graph one was sending was, since not
having a base it could not yet be turned into a graph.
Yet, one can order a pizza and then speak about the non-existing pizza before receiving it. “I
have an order for a pizza. Please bring it to my office.” In the same way a POST of a document
with relative references to a ldp:Container has its full meaning determined by the Document
Act of creating the resource. Any further GET on that URL will use the function resolve
defined above to turn any relative references into a full URL.
In particular when the relative reference is a fragment identifier (see listing 3) then we have
with POST a Document Act that is similar to the speech act of naming something (Searle’s
declarations), of which a key example is that of a definitional equality a ≡ b [Uni13]. Here
the newly created fragment identifier URL is given initially as a node in a graph with which
it comes into existence, so that there is no other way of finding its meaning other than that
created by that point in that graph at that baptismal moment. We are thus close to the notion
of analyticity here, which Lewis was trying to salvage from Quine’s scepticism. Note that
the meaning cannot be a de-dicto necessity – ie true in all worlds qua description – since I
could create a URI <#Julius> with the document containing {<#Julius> a foaf:Person,
eg:InventedZipper.} and so have a name for the Person who invented the Zipper, yet it be
obvious to those who don’t believe in predestination, that there are many other worlds where
that person did other things instead [Eva83]. Exactly what subgraph we should take to identify
the referent of URL needs to be studied more closely.
Interestingly the above considerations apply to any form of document containing relative URLs
such as HTML, Turtle, RDF/XML, … but not to formats that don’t allow them such as [NT 1.1]
showing that syntaxes that don’t support relative references are less useful pragmatically than
those with them.
see for example this thread on the LDP mailing list https://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-ldp-wg/
2013Mar/0077.html
23
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Sense and Reference illustrated with WebID

The point made about Definitional Declaratives allows us to clarify the relation between sense
and reference first breached by Frege in his 1892 paper ‘Über Sinn und Bedeutung’ [Fre92]
translated as ‘On Sense and Reference’ [Fre48], and very widely discussed. The point he made
was to notice that any first-order logic such as RDF that assigns a referent to terms needs
to be able to distinguish the meaning of those terms more finely than their referent. If two
co-referring terms had the same sense, then those terms could be replaced in all contexts.
Yet we know that even though it is true that ‘Hesperus = Phosphorus = Venus‘, the ancient
Greeks did not know that. Had Socrates seen Venus in the evening and told someone “See
there is Hesperus”, it would be wrong even for us to report him as having believed that he saw
Phosphorus in the evening, as that was thought to be another star visible only in the morning.
This has led many philosophers to envisage sense as the way or procedure required to find the
referent. Different words referring to the same object could yet come with different ways of
finding the referent, explaining thereby how the sense of the terms could differ. In extensional
contexts, we can replace one term for a co-referring one without changing the truth of the
sentence. That is indeed a way to determine what a truth functional context is. So, if Venus
orbits the sun every 224.7 days, then so does Hesperus. In other contexts which are sensitive to
sense, such as belief contexts or many modal contexts, this substitution cannot be relied on.

Figure 2.4: Sense and Reference iIlustated with WebID

If the role of the sense is to give us a method of finding the object, what is it that plays at
least some of the role of that on the web? For our later look into security, we will consider
here the special case of a type of URI known as a WebID [WebID], which is an http or https
URL that refers to an Agent. However, this principle applies to most useful definitions of
terms placed on the Semantic Web. First, we agree with the [RDF Semantics] and indeed
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with the [URI] that “A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a compact sequence of characters
that identifies an abstract or physical resource”. URI then come with two (partial) functions:
ref erence : U RIRef → Resource and sense : U RIRef → U RI × Representation. We
also write ref erence as h−i : U RIRef → Resource. A resource named by an http or https
URL is an object that has many of the properties of a coalgebra [Jac16]. It is something that has
a state, that can be observed, and when observed (with an GET) it returns a representation that
is algebraic – such as an XML tree, HTML document, or an RDF Graph. Some very well known
systems that can be modelled coalgebraically are Object Oriented Systems for example ([Jac95],
[Jac98], [Jac01], [JP03]) though one may need to incorporate time using a monoid action [Jac00]
to model a web resource since these can change over time. A representation on the other hand,
being an algebraic construct is immutable.
Thus for the WebID timbl=”https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i” illustrated
in figure 2.4 the reference <timbl> is Tim Berners-Lee. The sense of the same URL sense( c
timbl) is the Pointed Graph that is the pair of the URL and the graph that is returned on an
HTTP GET from <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card>. This PointedGraph
allows one to follow relations such as foaf:name from the pointed graph to the same graph
with the pointer located on his name. By following the foaf:phone relation one stays in the
same graph but moves the pointer to his phone number URI, which refers to his telephone. That
is there is an interpretation functor I that maps relations in the graph to relations in the world,
so that by following the relation 2 in the graph one follows the relation I 2 in the world: i.e. if
one calls that number his phone should ring. As such the pointed graph given by sense(timbl)
describes Tim Berners-Lee, and gives one a way to locate the person in the real world.
This is related to the Definitional Declaratives Document Act in the following way: by posting
a (relative)graph to a container with a relative URL consisting only of a fragment identifier a
new resource is created that then gives the sense of the relative URL. The definition of sense
fits the definition of the fragment identifier given in §3.5 of [URI]
The fragment identifier component of a URI allows indirect identification of a
secondary resource by reference to a primary resource and additional identifying
information. The identified secondary resource may be some portion or subset of
the primary resource, some view on representations of the primary resource, or
some other resource defined or described by those representations.
It is worth noting then that the sense of a URL is given then through a Document Act of
requesting the meaning, i.e. through a process of communication.

2.3.7

Commissive Document Acts with the other ldp:Containers

A POST to a ldp:DirectContainer or to a ldp:IndirectContainer creates a resource that is
then not only a new ldp:contains element of the container but is additionally linked by a
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relation the type of which is specified in advance by the aforementioned container from some
pre-established resource. The making explicit of this relation gives the container a way of
specifying an effect of a successful POST on it, in a way that it knows should be known to
the client before acting. As such it is the minimal framework needed to tell the client that by
embarking on that action it will make a certain new fact true. The server knowing that the
client should know that if it (the client) does POST successfully to the container the relation
will appear, makes the server know that the client is committed to that action. The client in
turn should know that if it does POST to that container the resulting relation will appear and
that the server knows that it wanted that to appear, and so was committed to it. So a client had
better only POST to such a container if it knows what the meaning of that relation is.24
Let us think of these as ways of allowing the container to specify a contract to the client. The
ldp:BasicContainer states that if the POST is successful, the container will just ldp:contain
the resource created from the sent content, nothing more. That is a useful contract to know
about if one wants to post HTML, images, and any other content. Indeed, having such a
container would allow one to build a whole static website using just HTTP verbs. If such an
action is successful in creating some content <c1> the relation { <> ldp:contains <c1>. }
published at the container, linking the container to the new content is a factual statement of the
state of affairs true after the action took place, but false before. This is indeed how an imperative
works: the truth conditional part of the interpretation of an order is false before the order is
accomplished, and true thereafter. Indeed the agent ordered to do something knows when his
task is accomplished because he can evaluate the truth of the statement given to him. If one
tends to think that the agent giving orders has a lot of freedom in the types of orders given, the
limitation to one type of action may be surprising. Yet it is quite common: in a pizzeria, one is
limited to ordering pizzas and a few other related items. In our case an ldp:BasicContainer
limits the agent giving orders to a unique type: creating new resources – that it is true can then
be modified directly using PUT, PATCH or DELETE. This does give one an infinite number
of possible orders with different contents, an order with the same content given at different
times or to different containers counting as different orders.
What do ldp:DirectContainer and ldp:IndirectContainer’s add? They allow the container
owner to specify a further fact declaratively that will be true after the posting. Given that
this can be specified in RDF, it can be any type of relation. But it has to be one that ends or
originates at (or in) the content created by the POST, and whose other end is a fixed resource
linked to in advance. As such it is quite a limited tool, but one that could for that reason help
make the point with respect to Document Act.
So let us imagine that we have a ldp:DirectContainer at the relative URL25 </ship/> that
24

In Making it explicit: Reasoning, representing, and discursive commitment [Bra94a] p. 161, illustrates how one
can be committed without intending to be, if one is not careful, by the eighteenth century practice of taking the
“queen’s shilling” from army recruiting officers, that would change the status of the drunk who usually accepted it
because he could not pay for night out, from civilian to soldier.
25
This will be relative to the full shop URL which we could for example take to be <https://shop.example>.
For a full specification of relative URLs see [URI] §4.2 “Relative Reference”.
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links the shop named </shop#> to any order that is posted in </ship/> with a relation
shop:shipping. The meaning of shop:shipping would relate any two objects in a world where
the agent that is the subject of that relation is shipping the order referenced by the object of
the relation in that world. Given this scenario, a client c that after a GET to </ship/> gave
it the description of the type of container it is, could POST a serialisation of an RDF graph
Go describing the order wished for to the container. If successful this would result in the web
site publishing the relation { </shop#> shop:shipping </ship/order42> .} – assuming the
new content were named <order42> – a statement that would be true just in case the contents
of the order were being shipped. The publication of that statement would thus commit the shop
to that being the case.
This artificial example, which would of course need to be worked out a lot more carefully to
be used in the real world - should make clear how one can think of the simple HTTP verbs as
giving the speech act moods that allow for such games as shopping to be able to take place
given a formal language such as RDF specified without any reference to speech acts but just in
terms of truth conditions.

2.3.8

Conclusion

We have shown quite conclusively how David Lewis’ very general theory of meaning can be
applied to the web. We have found out how one can think of RDF as a language used by a
community. We have shown how such a language defined purely in terms of truth conditions,
can be enhanced without loss, with a pragmatic dimension; how this ties in with speech acts,
which on the web we have named Document Acts; and from this how we can then conceive of
using RDF to make orders or even promises, which is what we need to move from a conception
of LinkedData to HyperData.

2.4

Future Work

David Lewis’ theory of language is general enough that it fits web technologies that were
invented 20 years later surprisingly well. That is enough to justify pursuing this line of research.
It would, however, be useful to integrate two further evolutions from Lewis’ point onwards
into the picture.

2.4.1

Brandom’s pragmatic view

Robert Brandom, who had Lewis as a PhD supervisor, is known for his work on combining
pragmatism and analytic philosophy, starting with Making it explicit. reasoning, representing,
and discursive commitment [Bra94b], and followed up among others in 2008 with Between saying
and doing: Towards an analytic pragmatism [Bra08]. As we saw, one can clearly see a strong
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pragmatic theme in Lewis’ work where he was concerned to show how use and language come
together. Brandom does the same but without reference to possible worlds, taking a more
‘computational’ approach to the subject, and taking the notion of language as a game much
deeper than Lewis. Indeed, he turns the picture around and makes pragmatics foundational
to semantics. Language is not here in this picture to help us exchange pre-existing ideas a criticism he levels at Lewis and Searle - but it is the tool itself that makes such exchange
possible26 . We learn to think discursively by learning a language. As such, he agrees with
Wittgenstein that there cannot be a purely private language. Language is public and the games
they help us play determine the meaning of our exchanges.
What are those games? In the chapter on Scorekeeping in [Bra94b], Brandom argues that each
actor keeps track of the commitments and entitlements that she and speakers she is tracking
are responsible for. Making a factual statement which is the basic move in the language game,
commits its author to it and its consequences, and to denying anything that is incompatible with
it. Such statements allow others to base their actions on it, if the author is deemed reliable on
that topic. If one discovers an incompatibility in one’s statements27 , one must try to adjust one’s
beliefs for consistency, with one’s own and others depending on various evaluative criteria.
That process may change other beliefs, and consequentially the plans that depend on them,
and thus require one to notify others whose actions may depend on what one has stated. One
may also commit oneself to do something, which can entitle others to depend on the outcome.
One may by doing something – such as buying a ticket to see a film – be entitled to do certain
things that one was not entitled to before.
Applying this to the web of HyperApps we can then see how applications allow games in the
social space to be played, where publishing some facts commits humans to the consequences of
what they publish. For example if one were to publish in the right place statements about being
present at a meeting this would commit one to being at a place at a particular time, so that if one
cannot make it, one needs to be able to retract the statement and notify those participating of
one’s inability to attend. This point of view should then allow us to give a view of the meaning
of graphs in terms of the social games that one can play by making statements on the web via
HyperApps, understood as tools to help people cooperate. It also immediately points to the
importance of notification mechanisms on the web.
Brandom’s inferential role semantics is what he calls non-monotonic and counterfactually
robust. The logics developed for the web, such as RDFS and OWL, are neither. They will thus
only be able to constrain the meaning of terms somewhat. The rest of the meaning will need to
be filled out by Apps specialising in understanding subsets of the total RDF vocabularies, which
by helping people work and play together can stabilise the meaning of the terms as their usage
grows, and the web weaves itself into the social fabric of the world.
26

It would be worth looking a bit more closely to see if this part of the criticism is relevant to our understanding
of the semantic web as a language, since it is an engineered writing system that builds on existing natural languages,
and helps people who could already communicate to do so more efficiently.
27
Which we note translates to a question in Inquisitive Semantics [CGR19]
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Ruth Garett Millikan’s biological realism

The above gives us a picture of interaction at a level of small groups. But to understand the
growth of a system such as the World Wide Web, we need to look at Philosophies of language
that incorporate notions from biology, such as Ruth Garrett Millikan’s Language, thought,
and other biological categories: New foundations for realism [Mil84]. Her naturalism can be
transferred to the technical side by noticing how successful applications will tend to reproduce
vocabularies and so strengthen the web of HyperData using them, as it did in the case of Web
Browsers enabling the spread of HTML. These UI formats are relatively easy to understand,
having a limited vocabulary fully specified in documents published by the W3C. The Semantic
Web on the other hand, is an open framework designed to work with the addition of new
vocabularies, with added inferencing layers, making the work of correctly publishing these
documents and linking to them both more tricky and also a lot more consequential. It is thus
vital to the emergence of R/W APIs that as much in this process be automated and standardised
clearly, so as to help the spread of vocabularies via their use.
There is an interesting relation between Lewis’ Convention, Brandom’s Analytic Pragmatism,
and his reinterpretation of Kant and Hegel through that lens, and Millikan: all of them come to
give a large role to history in the process of meaning. With Lewis this appears through the
importance that precedent has in reinforcing preferences leading to convention. Brandom takes
a Hegelian/pragmatic view where games evolve through never ending renewal of judgements
through the light of previous judgements, and their reappraisal. And Millikan takes a biological
view starting from a categorical distinction between physics and biology based on the notion
of a copy, which introduces an evaluative aspect as soon as one raises the question of what a
correct copy is.
These theories can then help us better understand how the meaning of vocabularies on the web
comes into being and grow.
In order for actions on the web to be tied to an actor, who can then be responsible for what
was stated, we need a system of global identity, access control, requiring authentication and
authorisation, but without centralisation. We will look at these topics next.

Chapter 3

Web Security
Following up on Brandom’s pragmatic model of agents as scorekeepers in a language game
sketched at the end of chapter 2 we must highlight that this requires a few capabilities on the
side of the scorekeeping agent. Each agent needs to track reliably 1. what was said, 2. who
(what agent) said it, 3. when it was said, 4. the status attributed to that saying (can it be relied
on in full or in part?)
One cannot automatically accept what one hears from anyone since one needs to assess the
content for how it meshes with other content one is committed or entitled to. One may also need
to assess the coherence of that with other content the author is committed to, as incoherence
of a person’s commitments raises questions as formalised by Inquisitive Logic ([Cia16] and
[CGR19]). And indeed one may even compare it with what others have said on the subject. In
short, one has to bracket what is said, and evaluate how it would mesh or not with whatever
else one believes or even believes others believe.
Moreover, even when one takes what some agency said as true by default – say the meteorological office’s weather predictions for the next few days – one still needs to keep track of where
one got the information if one wants to be able to give reasons for why one acted in certain
ways or why one believes certain things. If one cannot go to a meeting tomorrow because of
the severe storm prediction, then it can be important if one can explain this and point to the
statements that support one’s decision.
Thus at the most basic level, a type of quotation mechanism for statements heard or read is
necessary if one can even be understood to take part in a language game. If one cannot evaluate
statements this way, one cannot be understood to be a rational actor.
Remembering the quote by Annette Baier from ‘Trust and Antitrust’ [Bai86] cited in section 2.2.3,
we can see that relying on someone’s statement requires one to trust them to tell the truth, since
one is then giving their statement an active role in one’s thinking and planning. By relying on
their statement one is giving their propositions access to one’s own, helping us advance on the
work of others, but also creating a potentially dangerous reliance too. We can then see how
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essential critical thinking is, and its role in security.
Indeed, as we move from a web of hypertext to one of HyperData, we move from a web where
the human interpreter has to engage in the type of reasoning sketched above, to one where the
content is partly processed by a machine, requiring these concepts to be made explicit in the
coding of these applications.
An application that takes data from two different sources and merges them to arrive at new
conclusions needs keep track of the sources. If a reasoner joins two pieces of information
(understood semantically) in order to consider their combined logical consequences, it needs be
able to identify the sources in case these consequences clash with the beliefs or commitments
of the app user. For example, if a calendar app notices that two meetings fetched from two
different servers clash, it needs to be able to give the user the ability to change one of the
meeting times, change the location, fuse them, or even tag one of them as fake. All of this
means knowing where the information came from to start with.
To illustrate this with a more complex use case, consider the following story. In the summer of
2011, I was approached by Prof Pierre Maret of the University of Saint-Etienne to help what
turned out to be a very talented student Romain Blin. Romain had written in the summer of
2010 a centralised ”Web 2.0” social network in Java that had many properties that were later to
appear in Google+, such as circles for groups. On looking at it, we decided to refactor it into
a decentralised application using the tools we are discussing here [Sto+12]. The centralised
nature of his platform meant that all the data had to be stored in their database, running on a
computer in the house of one of the student’s parents. Anyone else who wanted to join would
have had to trust the server maintenance and the confidentiality guarantees of the hoster. The
data was stored in an SQL database with relations and objects identified by numbers. Of note
was that one of the numbers represented a relation displayed as ‘sex-friend’. As we refactor the
platform into a HyperData application on what later came to be later known as Social Linked
Data platform (Solid), allowing each person to run such a R/W server in their own home, there
was no reason not to give that relation a URI, as it is a perfectly valid if subtle, relation between
two humans. The decentralised nature of the platform would at least reduce the confidentiality
problems of data published by individuals, who could potentially add strict access control rules
to data felt to be sensitive, publish it on their server, and so be secure that only those who were
authorised would have access. At the same time, it is clear that any HyperApp that displayed
such relations had better come with the ability to tell where that relation had been published,
as the potential for sowing discord by publishing a few such relations embedded inside graphs
of data concerning completely different topics, has to be taken into account.
Our requirement of autonomy and sovereignty entails that we set no technical restrictions in
advance to what graphs published on the web be able to contain. This imposes the requirement
that Apps keep track of where information came from, and be able to display what reality would
look like if facts were taken to be true without necessarily committing to them, or if needed
to take facts at face value when enough trust is built up, but be able to retract them and the
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consequences that relying on them provoked when a logical or pragmatic clash is found.
We can focus in on these matters by considering the security angle. Even someone who decided
to make all their data publicly available would still need to limit the number of agents able
to change it. Whatever group was able to change the information would have to take some
collective responsibility for what was written. The extent to which they can take collective
responsibility is a factor in allowing others to assess how much they can rely on it. This requires
some type of consensus rules, or else the data will soon end up being nonsense, or worse
dangerously misleading28 . We will see this formalised in section 3.1.4 A Logic of Principals.
To restrict access to data29 an agent we call a Guard has to decide whether or not to accept
a request: either there is no limitation on who can complete the action, or it will require
some form of authentication or proof of credential. How is such an agent meant to reason?
Given our requirement for decentralisation, we cannot have one global identity provider, nor
do we need one as shown in section 2.3.6. A Guard will have to give access to a resource
to an agent depending on some information provided by the agent. But what information
provided by the agent is acceptable? And what not? Clearly, if the agent trying to get access
published in his profile access control rules about the resource he is trying to get access to,
that information should not be used in the Guard’s reasoning. On the other hand, if the agent
publishes a public key to their WebID profile [WebID-TLS] then using that information for
access control is legitimate. But how should one distinguish these two cases in a principled
manner? This has not yet been theorised. So what we are looking for is a theoretical – logical
or mathematical – foundation that can help critically guide the security architecture that we
need for our HyperApp architecture.

3.1

Speech Acts and Security

In a famous 1991 paper ”A Calculus for Access Control in Distributed Systems” [Aba+91]30 , the
authors identify three ingredients that are essential for security in computing systems: 1. a
trusted computing base31 , 2. authentication 3. access control. They then develop a calculus of
principals with a semantics based on modal logic, based on a relation says, that holds between
an Agent A (a.k.a Principal) and a proposition P - they leave it open as to what mood the
proposition may be in, allowing declaratives as well as imperatives such as ”Delete File F”.
The problem is to discover which logic the Guard can use to come to the right conclusions.
The Guard has to follow some reasoning to get from A says P to P , an action that it would
28

Wikipedia allows anyone to edit but has a rule of consensus enabled by the versioning system. At the same
time those using Wikipedia have to learn that they cannot fully rely on what is written there, but need to check up
the referenced sources.
29
As we saw in section 2.3.2 on the web this has to be done at the level of the Document Act, so at the level of HTTP
30
notably one of the coauthors, Mike Burrows, was the led engineer who developed the AltaVista search engine a
few years later
31
I have given a detailed argument from epistemology of how this requirement imposes the architecture of
HyperApps on us in [Sto18]
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then allow, and which the rest of the system could then execute. If the reasoning fails then
the proposition P would remain in the context A says . . . , and so there would be nothing to
execute. The question as to whether or not to extract the proposition from the context depends
on whether the Guard trusts the Agent or not. Since we want our Guards to be able to follow
rules mechanically, we want to be able to specify rules that it can follow in deciding if the Agent
is trustworthy. We can then leave the decision on trustworthiness to the person writing the
rules, leaving us to develop the logic the Guard needs to follow.

3.1.1

Truth, Quotation and Meaning

As mentioned [Aba+91] models the says relation as a modal operator, and later in [GA08]
translations are provided to well established Kripke modal logics. Since we are working with the
Semantic Web standards, of which RDF is known to be a first-order logic, we need to understand
in detail how this comes to be. Is this compatible with RDF? How do we move from a fact
describing a saying of a sentence by someone to a modal logic? And why do we find modal
logic at such a basic level of a description of a speech act?
Let us then start with a simpler literal version of says. We could use the German word ”sagt”
to do this. One could thus have32 { A :sagt ”Je connais Tim”@fr }33 . This could then be a
simple statement of fact: The Guard may take that statement to be true, without having any
knowledge of what was said, not being an interpreter of French for example. As a result, the
content of what was said remains inaccessible to the Guard, and so not something he can reason
with – at least not more than that it entails that some A exists and that it can make statements
possibly in French (the Guard may understand that @fr indicates that the string is in French.)
The Guard can still do things with that statement, like passing it on to someone who does
understand French.
For that content to be accessible one would need a theory of meaning of French. Here we can
follow Donald Davidson’s minimalist approach developed in Truth and Meaning [Dav69], which
argues that our access to meaning is via translation: if we can develop a systematic translation
process able to use the grammar of French to translate sentences to the meta language – RDF
in our case – then we have what we need to understand the quoted sentence. Davidson bases
this analysis on Tarski’s paper ”The Concept of Truth in Formalised Languages” [Tar56]. In
that paper, Tarski develops a definition of Truth by considering sentences of the form
”Es Schneit” is True in German if and only if It is snowing.
Tarski quickly restricts himself to formal languages to avoid problems like the liar’s paradox.
Davidson turns the program upside down, taking the concept of Truth to be a given, and uses
32

Since saying is a speech act a fuller description of a saying should take into account when and where the
sentence was said, but we leave this aside in this discussion.
33
We use {...} brackets here to help delimit the Turtle code from the English sentence surrounding it.
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@prefix lang: <http://languages.example/#> .
@prefix m: <http://me.example/#> .
[ a :Saying ;
:content ”Je connais Tim”@fr ;
:place ”Distributed Information Group, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA” ;
:by m:A .
] lang:iff '''
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix m: <http://me.example/#> .
m:A foaf:knows <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i> .
'''^^lang:Turtle .
Listing 4: Encoding of Tarski’s Convention-T in Turtle

the above as a requirement on language translations to be recursively specifiable structures
that can give us a handle on how to interpret language users. By seeing how they use terms,
we can create translations of the statements they make into our language, and so interpret their
behaviour.
We are interested here in formal languages such as RDF, but we can move from the intuition of
natural language to that of formal language translations to understand a point about meaning.
If we can generate sentences of the form ”-”@fr a :Truth ⇐⇒ P in a systematic way for
all correct @fr literals, then we would have a way of extracting the meaning of the French
sentences and reasoning about them. But how would we do this if we wanted to translate French
into RDF using Tarski’s Convention-T? We would first need a relation lang:iff that relates a
saying to something in RDF that can be true. Q: What in RDF can be true? A: RDF Graphs, of
course! RDF Graphs are objects as any other, so they can be related by such a relation.
Now even though it might seem like [RDF Semantics] has no way of speaking of graphs, it is
clearly a possibility offered by RDF. If we remember that (non language-tagged) Literals in RDF
are written as ”-”^^uri where uri names a function from strings to things, we can easily define
a new literal type that takes Turtle strings to their graphs, called lang:Turtle allowing us then
to write translations of the form shown in listing 4.
In the description of the speech from listing 4 it is important to add the author of the saying
so as to be able to fill the reference for the French indexical “Je”, and since names in natural
language are not unique identifiers, the location of the statement is needed to work out who
the object of the relation “Tim” is. One would, of course, need more information such as the
time at which the statement occurred to fill in the details34 , however, we will leave it at that.
Still, the mapping of Convention-T in listing 4 is awkward because the translated statement is
inside a literal that is opaque and itself needs translation. The translated statement being the
34

Indeed the facts needed to complete a natural language sentence may not be anything that one can determine
in advance: it may require a history of the conversation that preceded that time, etc… This is indeed why David
Lewis gave an interpretation of speech acts in terms of a possible world and a space/time location in it.
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result of a function from a string to a graph, it cannot take into account the context in which
it appears: as a result, one must repeat the prefixes inside the quoted turtle, and one cannot
use relative URLs. This is because literal types name a function from strings to things, and we
cannot bring the context into the string. Using [N3] overcomes both, and is a lot clearer as we
can see in listing 5. N3 allows one to quote graphs inside graphs using the same syntax, in a
way allowing one to translate a Turtle string directly into Turtle and quote it with its structure
clearly grammatically defined. Nevertheless, both of those representations are equivalent.
@prefix lang: <http://languages.example/#> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix m: <http://me.example/#> .
[ a lang:Saying;
lang:content ”Je connais Tim”@fr;
lang:place ”Distributed Information Group, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA”;
lang:by m:A;
] lang:iff {
m:A foaf:knows <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i> .
}
Listing 5: Encoding of Tarski’s Convention-T in N3

From a data structure point of view making graphs explicit does move us from a semantics of
triples to one of quads as described in [NQuads 1.1] formalised by the concept of DataSets35
described in [RDF1.1 Semantics]. This move from triples to quads can be seen as making explicit
the indirection introduced by the lang:Turtle datatype introduced above.
We can now come back to our earlier sentence {:A :sagt ”Je connais Tim”@fr.} and transform
that to N3 using our (imaginary) French to RDF translator36 into a statement using the :says
relation relating an Agent to the graph of what he once :sagt. That is we have a rule of the
form A sagt pP qf r ⇐⇒ A says P 37 allowing us to go from the turtle above to
@prefix : <http://me.example/#> .
:A :says { :A foaf:knows <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/card#i> . }
Listing 6: :says example in N3
35

Datasets adds further the ability to share blank nodes between graphs, something that could come in very
useful for making de-re/de-dicto distinctions
36
Perhaps the BabelFish from ‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’ [Ada95]?
37
Where the p−q£ is a function from Propositions to Strings (in a language £) making them quotable, yet allowing
one to quantify over the contents.
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RDF Graphs form a lattice of implications, and so by adding an inference that if someone :says
something they also :says its consequences, we end up with a modal logic as we will see next.

3.1.2

:says and Modality

Now the interesting thing about the sentence in listing 6 is that it remains true whether or not
A knows Tim. Its truth depends on whether :A actually said that he knows Tim or if what
he said implies it. As a result :says is not truth-functional the way operators such as logical
or (∨), and (∧), not (¬), …are. When logical operators are not truth-functional, yet relate at
least one thing that can be evaluated for truth, they tend to be modal. :sagt is a simple relation
between objects, :says is one between an agent and something evaluable for truth, but it is not
truth-functional with respect to that meaning. Yet the meaning of the said content is important,
and we can develop a method to reason securely with what has been said.
In ‘A Modal Deconstruction of Access Control Logics’ [GA08] Garg and Abadi propose the
Axioms (3.1) for A says listed here:
` s ⊃ (A says s)
` (A says (s ⊃ t)) ⊃ (A says s) ⊃ (A says t)
` (A says A says s) ⊃ A says s

(unit)
(ap)
(flatten)

:says allows a limited amount of reasoning within the proposition that is the object of the
relation. The example they give relating to security is the following. Suppose our Guard has
the following statements in its database:

(admin says deletef ile1) ⊃ deletef ile1

(3.2)

admin says ((Bob says deletef ile1) ⊃ deletef ile1)

(3.3)

Bob says deletef ile1

(3.4)

From (unit) and (3.4) one can deduce that admin says (Bob says deletef ile1). If we then
apply fact (3.3) and our previous result using (ap) we can deduce admin says deletef ile1. (3.2)
tells us that when the Admin says this it must be so, and so the file gets deleted.
So what kind of modal operator is says? It turns out to be a very peculiar intuitionistic modal
logic with only one operator, whose behaviour is halfway between that of a possibility operator
and a necessity one, and was described in the paper ‘Propositional Lax Logic’ [FM97] where it
is symbolised by

and characterised by the following axiom schemes:
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`M ⊃

(○ unit)

M

` ( M ∧ N ) ⊃ (M ∧ N )
`

M ⊃

M

(○ strength)
(○ flatten)

Interestingly, one reading the authors report of A is that A is locally true. The eq. (○ unit) and
eq. (○ flatten) axioms match our says one well. The eq. (○ strength) corresponds to the usual
way of presenting a monad, and is also the axiom that is problematic as we will see.
That the logic needed would be intuitionistic makes sense as with security one needs to emphasised provability, and so the law of excluded middle should not apply: it is not because one
does not have a proof of deletefile1 that one should delete it38 . Since we have one operator per
Principal, :says would have to be a principal indexed lax modality.

3.1.3

Monads and the

Modality

Even more remarkable is that Michael Mendler and Matt Fairtlough trace the origin of an
operator like

to Haskell Curry’s 1948 Notre Dame lectures on ‘A Theory of Formal Deducibility’

[Cur51]. Curry is famous in the programming community for the ”Curry-Howard” Isomorphism
between types and logic which allows one to reason with types in code and turn proofs into
programs. It turns out that monads are exactly what allows one to deploy a notion of context
in functional programming languages. As our project is to program HyperApps and servers
that do access control, this relationship is very intriguing. Furthermore, the fact that the same
concept appears in programming and logic gives extra weight to this concept.
In programming circles, Curry’s first name is even more famous than his writings, as the Haskell
functional programming language is named after him, and can be learnt in ignorance of the
theory on which it is built – at least for a while. A functional programming language is, as
its name indicates, based only on functions without side effects, i.e. given the same input, the
function will return the same output. The advantage of this being that the functions can be
composed by input and output type, so that a function f from type A to B, written f : A → B
and a function g : B → C can be put together into a function f ; g : A → C. This allows one to
compose programs from smaller pieces that are consistently testable, while the Curry-Howard
isomorphism allows one to think logically by reasoning with the types. The disadvantage of
the functional approach at least on first view, is that programs which need to interact with the
world, making use of side effects – such as Input/Output (IO) – are no longer functional: such a
function could return different results on each application, and so break compositionality. Yet
interaction with the environment is what makes most programming useful, especially on the
38
The initial motivating example for its use in Mendler’s PhD thesis [Men93] was for handling behavioural
constraints in formal hardware.
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internet, where programs have to respond to data retrieved remotely. In the case of HyperApps
which must read and write changing data on the web by following links, the returned value of
a function that depends on such IO is likely to be different on successive applications.
The next striking thing is that the

operator looks very much like a (strong) monad, as anyone

familiar with the concept will have noticed by looking at the axioms of eq. (3.1), to which we
also gave the suggestive names (unit), (ap) and (flatten). Strong Monads, originally theorised
by Moggi [Mog89] appear everywhere in functional programming where they are necessary
to deal with side effects (such as IO) in a functional way. They appear in hybrid languages
like Scala too, and are becoming widely understood by the programming community. Some
common monads are Optional Types (1 + X), Either types (A + B), Lists (1 + A × X), Trees,
Futures, …
A monad can be defined in a number of different equivalent ways. One intuitive way is to
think of it as a value in a (computational) context. A slightly more formal presentation relevant
to this discussion, because it matches closely the rules of our says relation, is to see it as an
Applicative Functor that supports a flatten function39 . In this way of looking at it, a Monad
is a structure that consists of the following: 1. a unit function that takes a type and creates
the monad with just that content (Option.unit(true) == Some(true)), 2. being a functor it
has a map function which takes a function and applies it to the content of the monad. So
List(1,2,3).map(_*2)==List(2,4,6) 3. an Applicative ap function, that takes a function in a
context and applies an object in a context to it (eg Option.pure(x: Int => x + 5) ap Some(4)
== Some(9)) 4. a flatten function that takes a monad of monads of a particular type e.g.
a List of Lists (in Scala List[List[X]] ) and returns the list that contains the same elements
but in a flattened structure (so a List[X]). For example: List(List(2,0),List(3,7)).flatten ==
List(2,0,3,7).
The more complex Future monad can help explain the notion of context best – the others are so
simple that the point may easily be lost. Imagine a function {def get(u: URL): Future[RdfGr c
aph]}, that given a URL u returns a Future of an RDF Graph. One can manipulate such a Future
by e.g. mapping the future content to other types of objects, such as with {get(u).map{toPr c
ofile(_)}}. The function making that call would return immediately with an object of the type
Future[Profile], even before there is anything in the context of that object. One can use map
to transform one context into another, without the code making the call being able to access
the content at that time, being that it will only be available in the future. Applicatives can do
the same but with a function that is not yet available. The ap function can apply a function in
a future to a future result like this { fetchRules(ruleUrl) ap get(u) }, where we would have
{ def fetchRules(u: URL): Future[RDFGraph => Principals]}. Programming languages
often provide functions to unwrap the result, but these are not recommended. Using such a
function requires the thread making the call to block, waiting until the future has completed
39
This way of looking at it was discovered by Haskell programmers [MP08] and is the way that the Scala
Cats library encodes it. At the time of writing https://typelevel.org/cats/typeclasses/monad.html starts with
“Monad extends the Applicative type class with a new function flatten.”
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and the context has become actual – in human terms this could be like having an employee
send a letter and stop doing any work for months other than wait for the response. Instead one
should write code to compose the future with another function that can take the future result
and return a future value. One would then have a Future inside a Future, which can be flattened
to a plain Future. In the end the code should cover all relevant possibilities – squeezing the
rest into error Futures (a future contains an Either, i.e. a disjunction, one side of which is for
errors)– and leave the IO to the system to determine, when it encounters the actual world, or
put differently the situation in which it is executed. As with metaphysical modal logic where
one sees Propositions as predicates on worlds, Futures are functions modally dependent on the
state of the world at execution time, and so act a bit like speech acts too: their truth/evaluation
is completed by the event of being executed.
In the Curry-Howard isomorphisms between types and logic, one maps the logical conditional
⊃ to functions40 . One can then see how the axioms in (3.1) fit the pattern if one considers
A says as a context41 . Where with Futures it is physically impossible for code running now to
access the content of the future context – when that content is not a logical necessity of course
– with the A says contexts the Guard is designed to ensure that he does not mix statements
that are not at the right trust level or extract ones without a proof for it, so there we have to
deal with a deontic modality [Aba08].
Monads in Category theory arise from two functors F and G between categories C and D,
with F : C → D and G : D → C that have specific properties which make them adjunct
functors. This is a generalisation of the Galois connection, which was used to show the relation
between syntax and semantics, with one functor going from the syntactic objects to the model,
and the other from the space of model to those of sentences. The point is that this is a very
general concept from category theory. Two such adjoint functors always give rise to a monad
and a comonad. A monad then is the triple (T, ν, µ) consisting of the endofunctor T (T for
”Triple”) with the two natural transformations unit ν and flatten µ that we saw above. Natural
transformations transform one functor to another in a natural way. For example, transforming
a List type to an Option type by keeping the first element of the list if it exists or sending the
null list to 1, would be a natural transformation.
The monads required to deal with side effects in programming were discovered for that purpose
by Moggi in [Mog89] and are known as strong monads. A strong monad adds the strength
natural transformation that is tA,B : A × T B → T (A × T B), which is what allows one to take
a current value A and a computation T A and get a computation T (A × B) that depends on
both.
But strong monads would via the Curry-Howard isomorphism map to logical formulas such
40

A good introduction is the first chapter of [Uni13].
The word “context” comes up both in Modal Logic and in talk of Monads, which is what led me before really
knowing much about category theory to feel that they should be useful for work on security when trying to deal
with claims, such as those given by an X509 Certificate needed by [WebID-TLS]. Some code from 2013 in Scala that
illustrates this early attempt is visible from line 188 onwards at https://tinyurl.com/y576am8n.
41
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as A ∧ B ⊃ (A ∧ B). This, it can now be seen, is just a slight weakening of the

modality

axiom eq. (○ strength) we saw earlier. As everyone admits, this does not seem to be a natural
rule. Taking A to stand for ”I am dry” and B for ”I am soaked” would allow one to reason: I am
dry and possibly could be soaked therefore it is possible that I am dry and soaked. Alternatively,
if we take A to be ”I am allowed on board the plane” and B ”I am not allowed on board the
plane” one could reason from ”I am allowed on the plane but could not have been, therefore it
is possible that I am allowed and am not allowed on the plane. As a result, Moggi felt that there
was no way to map monadic code to logic.
The semantics of computations corroborates the view that (constructive) proofs and
programs are rather unrelated, although both of them can be understood in terms
of functions. Indeed, monads (and comonads) used to model logical modalities, e.g.
possibility and necessity in modal logic or why not and of course of linear logic,
usually do not have a tensorial strength.
Eight years later in ‘Monad as Modality’ [Kob97] Satoshi Kobayashi showed in that the mapping
to the constructive version of S4 modal logic called CS4 worked, if instead of using the concept
of a strong monad one instead used a generalisation of it that he named an L-strong monad.
CS-4 has the usual propositional connectives ∧, ∨ and →, the propositional constants > (true),
and ⊥ (false), and the two modal operators  and , and propositional variables. It has the
axioms and rules of intuitionistic propositional logic, the necessitation rule stating that any
theorem A provable with no assumptions implies that A is also a theorem. Most importantly
it has the following seven axioms on the modal operators:
(-K)

` (A → B) → (A → B)

(-K)

` (A → B) → (A → B))

(-T)

` A → A

(-T)

` A → A

(-4)

` A → A

(-4)

`   A → A

(⊥-E)

` ⊥ → A

CS-4 being constructive does not inter-translate necessity and possibility via negation, and
this makes the following dualities more visible. We notice quite clearly that (-T) is the dual
of (-T) and (-4) is the dual of (-4) in category-theoretic terms. That is if we ignore the
shape of the operators we have the same patterns with the arrows switched around. Since we
identified (-T) with the monadic unit ν natural transformation, and (-T) with the monadic µ
natural transformation, we can see why one would want to interpret the (-T) and (-4) with
their comonadic duals. A comonad is a functor triple (L, , δ), where L is an endofunctor,  is
known at the extractor since it can extract a value in a context, and δ as the duplicator, since
it duplicates the context. A stream42 can be seen as a comonad: it has a focus allowing one
to observe the current element with . δ duplicates the structure to a stream of stream with
each stream containing the same elements but the index shifted. A good example of the use of
42

A stream is an finite or infinite sequence of elements. see https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/stream
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Comonads is for programming Conway’s Game of Life43 .
Having introduced comonads, it is now possible to define how Kobayashi was able to extend
the concept of tensorial strength by replacing it with L-tensorial strength, which is the natural
transformation defined as:
tL : LA × M B → M (LA × B)
giving rise to the following modal logical rule:
` A ∧ B ⊃ (A ∧ B)
This is derivable from the modal logic S4 and makes sense. If necessarily 2+2=4 and it is possible
that I am soaked then it is possible that both 2+2=4 is necessary and I am soaked. The -modality
emerges from the additional comonad that constitutes his L-strong monad. However, it is a
mode that can be discarded after compilation and code execution time. Kobayashi concludes
It is usually said that a constructive proof is a program. However, exactly speaking,
we should say that a constructive proof consists of a program and its correctness
proof. The correctness part is not necessary at runtime. The realizability interpretation cuts off the correctness part (to some extent) and extracts the program part.
When we describe the specification of a program or prove a certain theorem in
modal logic, we need the -modality in general, because  is needed for correctness
proofs. However, the comonad types that model -modality are not necessarily
needed in the type system for the extracted programs, because “the correctness
part” is no longer needed.
It seems that Kobayashi’s article is not that widely known. Indeed his last point could help
explain this: since for practical reasons the necessity proofs can be left out at compilation time,
it may seem to many that it is not practically relevant. However, if the necessity operator is
interpreted in epistemic terms, this would mean that one would dismiss the knowledge involved
in coding a program…
If we consider reasoning on the web, then we are not dealing with static data given in advance,
but with data that is only available at runtime and that can change. It is therefore likely that
programs working with such proofs cannot dismiss them, but may even be obliged to keep
them so as to be able to refer to them later.
I could not find any references to Kobayshi’s paper in Abadi’s work, and so it may be that some
of the contortions of interpretation of monads into modal logics such as those still visible in
[GA08] are due to this.
43

see the blog post “Life is a Comonad” at https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/stream
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A Logic of Principals

In the various papers by Abadi from [Aba+91] onwards a logic of agents is developed for the
says relation which should be useful to our later analysis of access control on the web.
First is the notion that an agent A can speak for another agent B, which they symbolise as
A ⇒ B, and which can be represented by the N3 rule
{ ?a :speaksFor ?b } log:implies { { ?a :says ?p } log:implies { ?b :says ?p } }
The :speaksFor relation has an identity relation on any Principal A (A ⇒ A), composes (A ⇒ B
and B ⇒ C give us A ⇒ C), and is associative ((A ⇒ B) ⇒ C = A ⇒ (B ⇒ C).
In [Aba+91] the authors consider in detail the semi-lattice of Principals that can be constructed
with ∧ and |. A ∧ B is the standard meet in a semilattice, i.e the greatest lower bound. From
this they can define A ⇒ B ≡ A = A ∧ B. When A ⇒ B says s then we have if A says s
then B says s. (The ⇒ relation corresponds thus to the arrows in figure 3.1) A|B stands
for the agent “A saying B”. This situation comes up on the web when a JavaScript app in a
browser makes a request to another server from another origin. The JavaScript application does
not get authenticated, but it can make requests to any server. Because by doing that it could
authenticate as the user, since the user’s cookies may be in place, it is important for Navigator
N to specify that it is speaking as the JS agent from Origin O. We thus have N |O says T
where T could mean ”Transfer $1000 to bitcoin account x”. If it is speaking to the bank, the
bank may allow transactions on account of user A to go through, because it has a rule that
N ⇒ A, where N is a particular navigator authenticated on A’s computer. After some bad
experiences Banks quickly stopped giving access to JS Agents from non trusted origins such
as O, especially for commitive Document Acts. However, because Navigators keep caches of
information fetched remotely – for efficiency reasons – the browser also must be careful that it
does not pass on information to the agent N |O. This restriction is defined by [CORS]. It would
be worth working out where N |O sits in the semi-lattice.
In [Aba+99] Abadi et al. developed a simple extension of Moggi’s computational lambda calculus
by extending it with monads Tl indexed on a lattice L to produce what they call Dependency
Core Calculus (DCC). This allows them to define types protected at a level, so that one can
have an order l v l0 . For consistency with the rest of this paper44 we will take to mean that l
44

Throughout Abadi’s papers, and indeed throughout the literature, the notion of security levels changes direction.
In the security literature agents with higher security levels are at the top. One speaks of high-security clearance,
and so on. In [Aba07] the opposite direction is chosen with high-security agents at the bottom of the lattice, and
low-security ones at the top. The last paper states that this ordering is more common in models of integrity, adding
“reliable access control requires the integrity of requests and policies”. We can try to satisfy both intuitions by
taking the second option, but turning the tree upside down and putting 0 at the top, and 1 at the bottom, where 0 is
the initial object of the lattice thought of as a category - every object can be reached from it – and the 1 for the
bottom of the lattice, where all arrows end up at. This is not an uncommon intuition: In the German school system,
lower grades denote higher scores, lower numbers denoting fewer errors. 0 would be the space of no errors, which
presumably should just be logical and mathematical truths.
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is a more secure level than l0 (the opposite of what they do). The idea is that “a high-security
computation can depend on a high-security input, but a low-security computation cannot”. The
semantics is organised in a way that computations at a lower security use variables at a higher
one, they get arbitrary values, (all values of a higher type are regarded as equivalent). They
then use this to study binding time, information flow, slicing, and function call tracking.
Five years later, Tse and Zdancewic [TZ04] provided a
complete translation of DCC to the Girard-Reynolds poly-

0

morphic lambda calculus System-F. There they capture the
independence between the different levels of the lattice by
indexing the types on the agents so that boolean[A] would

A⊓B

A⊓C

B⊓C

A

B

C

A⊔B

A⊔C

B⊔C

be the type of booleans-for-agent-A. They can then translate
Tl s as a function αl → s where αl is a proof of A. As a result, the type cannot be accessed without a proof of the agent
existence, that is a : A. A function is provided to coerce
lower security levels to higher ones but not vice-versa.
In ‘Access Control in a Core Calculus of Dependency’
[Aba07] Abadi extends DCC with polymorphism, and rewrites the monads explicitly as the agent indexed says oper-

1

Figure 3.1: Lattice of 3 Agents and
their compositions via t and u

ator. The relation between the ordering is clearly expressed
as a theorem
` (A says s) → (B says s)

forA v B

It follows thus that v can stand for the speaks-for relation. Adding polymorphism taken from
System-F, allows one to quantify over types, and so define
A ⇒ B ≡ ∀X. (A says X → B says X)
where X ranges over types. This makes it possible to express the hand-off axiom
` A says (B ⇒ A) ⊃ (B ⇒ A)
which comes out as a theorem, and is needed to allow an agent to give responsibility to another
one for a particular task. If the hand-off axiom can seem too strong it can be weakened given
any type C(X) with
∀X.(C(X) ∧ A says X) → B says X
Again the lattice structure provides for the meet u and join t operators, such that we have the
following two axioms
` (A t B) says s) → (A says s) ∧ (B says s)
` (A says s) ∨ (B says s) → (A t B says s)
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As a result, if the initial agent in the lattice 0 says anything, everybody says it, so it is trusted
by all. And whatever anyone says, the final agent 1 says it too, making it very easy to get it to
say a contradiction.
Following are three interpretations that fit these rules, the first two of which are covered in the
article under discussion, and the last of which is gleanable from the original articles [Aba+91]:
1. The agents in this system are sets of what we would consider agents in everyday talk (e.g.
people). Then t stands for set union, and u stands for intersection. In that case, we have
0 = ∅, and indeed the empty set cannot say much, so it is not surprising that everyone
would say what it says: which would be all the background assumptions such as logical
rules which anyone is committed to anyway.
2. The lattice is a hierarchical lattice of security levels.
3. As shown in figure 3.1 we could have the agents be individuals, but the t operation
creates groups of disjoint individuals, whereas the u operation requires them to speak
as one. If we take all the agents in the world, as we must if we are to build a global
information system, then we would have both 0 and 1 represent all agents, but with a
significant difference. 0 is the group of all agents speaking as one. With such a large
group this can only happen if they state logical truths. The 1 group, on the other hand,
is the group of all individuals speaking without any coordination. The more agents are
brought together using u the more costly their coming to a consensus on any matter
would be, and the more process is required to verify that agreement. This is the place of
institutions in our lives. The looser the group, on the other hand, the more t agents are
brought together, the easier it is for it to say anything, and indeed contradictory things. It
may, on the other hand, be easier to hide in that group, since if that group says something
(that is not identificatory of course), then that will not lead to identification of the one
who made the statement.

3.2

Access control on the Web for HyperApps

Having reviewed some of the security literature, we can now consider the application of this
on the web.
As we saw the publication of information requires some minimal form of access control, if only
to limit who can write to a resource. We can now see from Abadi’s work that if the write access
is not somehow limited then the assumption has to be that anyone published it, which means
that it is a statement of Agent 1 or in RDF, foaf:Agent. This is an agent that can say anything,
and so especially the contradictory statement ⊥. In any case, a resource published by it is not
one whose sense, as described in section 2.3.6 can be relied upon not to change, as no agent can
be made responsible for any representation placed there.
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3.2.1

High Level Web Authorisation process

To control access one needs to identify individuals or groups for which read or write access can
be granted. The initial high level authentication process for HTTP is quite simple and general:
1. A client opens an HTTP connection to the server and makes a request at a URL using
one of the HTTP verbs.
2. The server determines whether or not the resource allows the request. The following
possibilities are then open:
• If the resource is public for that mode, then access is granted immediately.
• If the resource has some protection that does not depend on the identity of the agent
making the request (eg. something related to the time of request) then the server
must return the appropriate HTTP error code, otherwise
– If the agent is already authenticated and the principal used is authorised then
give access.
– Otherwise request the agent to authenticate, possibly giving it a number of
authentication options. (For example, authentication over [TLSv1.3] does not
allow any other options, whereas authentication over HTTP can allow a number
of different types of authentication, such as OpenID, [HTTP Signatures], etc…)
3. If the client gets asked to authenticate it can look at the different types of authentication
allowed by the server such as [WebID-TLS], WebID over [HTTP Signatures], OpenID,
OAuth, or anything yet to be invented, and choose the one it would prefer to use.
Knowing what methods of authentication the client can use does not yet tell it what identity or
credential it should use. Should it use a WebID? And if so, which one will be allowed? Should
it use a group ID, such as a university or football club based one, a national based one, …? Or
should it prove that it is a member of a group - say that it is an agent over a certain age, or
that it has a drivers licence, …without specifying the personal identity? Both of these use cases
make sense. What would not make sense would be for the client to attempt each credential
that it could think of, as that would be both time-consuming and leak all identity information.

3.2.2

Finding the ACL

For the client to be able to make an informed decision on how to authenticate, it needs to know
what individuals or groups are allowed access. The only way on the web for an HyperApp to
find such information is for the server to send along with the response (a link to) the wACL.
That is because on the web one can reach a resource from any place, and so one cannot expect
the HyperApp to know anything about the resource it is connected to other than its name.
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Figure 3.2: Web ACL Illustration

The server could send the wACL along with the error response as suggested by [HTTP Details],
though that would require the client to specify in the request a list of preferred content-types
for such an error message, perhaps with an Accept-Details: text/turtle header.
The simpler answer selected by Solid at this time, is to send a link to the acl in the response,
using the Link header45 defined in [Link Relation]. This response would look like this:
HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
Link: <protected.acl>; rel=acl
This response allows a client to make a request on the <protected.acl> resource, to find out
what the access control requirements are. We can illustrate this in figure 3.2 where we have
two resources: Tim Berners-Lee’s WebID Profile and a linked document that is protected and
visible only to members of some group. The Web ACL ontology is purposefully very simple to
allow easy initial implementation and is exactly where Abadi starts in his two introductions
to the subject [Aba03] and [Aba09]. There he starts by considering that one could define
access control to resources in a simple tabular structure given by a three-place predicate
mayAccess(Agent,Resource,Mode). The following statement would then state that Tim has
Write access to the resource ”protected”:
mayAccess(Tim, ”protected”, Wr) .
And indeed that is the type of structure we have, with the extra flexibility made possible by
45

That relation can be understood as an RDF triple that has as subject the resource that was requested, as object
the resource where the wACL is located, and with the acl relation, understood as a shorthand for <http://www.i c
ana.org/assignments/relation/acl> as suggested in §4.2.7.2 of [Atom] and Appendix A of [Web Annotation].
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RDF, plus most importantly a global namespace to avoid name clashes46 . A wACL Document
contains any number of Access Control statements that list what agents or group of agents can
have access to a resource or group of resources in one of a number of modes.
If we now take the point of view of either the agent desiring to access the resource or that of
the Guard trying to decide whether the access is allowed, each can reason in the same manner
with the information made available if accessible47 . Starting from the HTTP header the agent
making the request can fetch the wACL giving it something like the following N3 using the
ontology from [SoLiD WAC]
<protected> iana:acl {
[ wac:accessTo <protected>;
wac:mode wac:Read;
wac:agentGroup <https://caps.eu/2015/04/conf#g1> .
]}.
Here we can see that iana:acl acts as a kind of :says relation. It makes sense to add the rule
that if a resource states that its wACL resource is a given document, then that document is its
wACL, so that the contents of the document are true, at least concerning what it says about
that resource. That would seem to be then the equivalent of what Abadi et al. call the controls
relation defined in [Aba+91] as
A controls S ≡ (A says s) ⊃ s
We can look at this a bit closer. Following the requirement that the resource has to indicate
where the wACL is, there are only two places the link to the wACL could be placed: in the
header, or in the document48 . Placing it in the document returned on a 200 Ok response would
require the client to download the content to find the link to the acl, in which case it already
has access, so that option fails right there. We also looked at returning it in the error message
as suggested by [HTTP Details]. This suggests that we need to distinguish in the response of an
http server what is said by the web server and what is said in the document. There are 3 cases:
1. the headers are always statements by the server, 2. in a successful response the content is a
46

[Aba03] considers a prolog based language called Binder [DeT02] that comes with contexts enabling the
implementation of a says relation. Of note is that the article highlights the problem that stems the language not
having a good answer to namespaces of predicates and objects, creating a problem of ambiguity. In a global context,
such ambiguity can lead to security risks, as one agent could assume another means something it does not. The
Web’s creation of a global namespace with URL, URN, URIs is one of its most important contributions, one that is
very easily overlooked.
47
wACLs might themselves be protected, which would add a layer of extra complexity to the protocol that would
need to be formalised and studied.
48
Placing it anywhere else would require an arbitrary convention for which one would need a global agreement.
For example, some may suggest that wACLs be placed in resources named after the resource with an appended
”.acl”, but in high-security contexts, one may want URLs where path+query component shown in listing 3 is hashed
so that nothing about the type of the resource can be gleaned from the name. One can go even further as with Tor
.onion URLs and even hash the authority [Onion Domain].
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statement made by some agent who authored it, 3. in the case of an error message as per [HTTP
Details] the content would be stated by the server. Indeed, if we wanted to create an inbox or
notification system using [LDP 1.0] one would need a ldp:BasicContainer with files creatable
by anyone. It would thus be possible for someone to POST a document containing the relation
{ <> iana:acl <https://someother.server/my.acl>} without that being confused with the
effective wACL. When we look at the HTTP header, we see that this is the place for statements
by the server concerning the length of the returned representation, its mime/type, potentially
it’s authors, etc… and so of its wACL. We can thus think of the Server when responding to a
request, as making two statements one embedded in the other. The first statements are metadata
statements made by the server directly, and the content is a quoted content, for which the server
is not necessarily liable. We could thus make the semantics of a response explicit as follows:
<https://www.w3.org> a http:Server;
aba:says { <card> a :Resource;
mime:type ”text/turtle”, ”application/rdf+xml”,
”application/json+ld”;
acl:acl <card.acl>;
log:semantics { ... }
}.
The headers are the relations inside the first set of curly braces, and the body of the content
would appear inside the second layer of curly braces that appear as the object of log:semantics,
as we saw how to do in section 3.1.1. Because the subject of the aba:says relation is not the
same in the outer and inner context – assuming one could think of log:semantics as a form of
aba:says – we cannot apply the rule eq. (flatten).
Since the Guard must base its decisions on what the Server says the ACL is, and the client
knows this, the client also knows that the Guard would make the same statement from the
resource to the acl that the server makes so that Server ⇒ Guard. It is then possible for the
client to follow on from there and attempt to understand the Guard’s reasoning: given that the
client is interested in access, it is interested in the Guards reasoning. So we can see the client as
reasoning in terms of the context:
@base <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/> .
_:G a sec:Guard;
sec:for <protected>;
aba:says { <protected> iana:acl <protected.acl> } .

3.2.3

Reasoning with the Web ACLs

Continuing on with the scenario illustrated in figure 3.2. The client can find the wACLs for
<protected> in the <protected.acl> and take it that this describes the access modes allowed
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for a given set of agents which will be effective, as it mirrors the reasoning of the Guard. If
the client wishes to access in read mode (using GET) then it knows that the class of agents
allowed access is <https://caps.eu/2015/04/conf#g1>. The definition of that group is, as
we saw in section 2.3.6, given at at location <#g1> of <https://caps.eu/2015/04/conf> .
Here it would be mistaken for either the Guard or the Client to simply take that document and
merge it with the wACLs already downloaded from <protected.acl>, even though that is the
natural way find the consequences of two graphs in RDF. If that were the process followed,
then it would be all too easy for the above group <#g1> to add wACLs to <https://cap c
s.eu/2015/04/conf> giving anyone controlling that document a chance to decide who had
write access to <protected> or indeed any other resource on the W3C server. To proceed
that way would be for the W3C server to give control to remote resources, a rule that would
be expressible as {foaf:Agent aba:controls <http://w3c.org> }. The correct thing to do is
for the <protected.acl> wACL to only rely on the remote definition of the group, in order
to work out who can log in. So the Guard should only be interested in the foaf:members
of the remote foaf:Group. This does not mean that the Guard cannot as the says relation
allows it to – see eq. (ap) – work out the graphs that are consequences of the graph it fetched,
before it explores it. That would indeed be a very useful thing to do. But once the logical
consequences of the graph are discovered, then the parts of the graph that are of interest are the
foaf:member links that can be followed from the <#g1> node. We should thus take it that the
wACL is stating that those foaf:members of the <#g1> group as specified by the document at
<https://caps.eu/2015/04/conf> should be given access.
One of the objects of the foaf:member relation may consist of a resource that the agent wanting
to gain access has control over. If I was the person requesting access then that WebID would be
<https://bblfish.net/people/henry/card#me>. That may be enough for my user agent to
propose it as a choice to authenticate with, if the methods of authentication proposed allow that.
If it allowed both WebID authentication over [HTTP Signatures]49 or OpenID authentication,
and my profile published a {<#me> foaf:openid </openid>.} relation then the client would
be able to choose which authentication method to use. If I then decided to use the more efficient
cryptographic authentication over HTTP, then my client would send a signed http signature
using the private key it holds that is associated with the public key published at that WebID
Profile, along with information about the WebID used, so that the server can find the public key.
We can then come back to the thinking of the Guard receiving this authentication request.
The Guard can proceed by 1. checking that the ID is allowed to access in the requested mode,
2. following the verification process required by the authentication method. We can now see
the advantage to the Guard and the client following exactly the same logic on the same data. It
also helps reduce the chances of misunderstanding of rights, and enables tools to help locate
either authentication or authorisation problems.
A server library for this is available at https://github.com/read-write-web/akka-http-signature and a
client implementation in Scala-JS to authenticate this way was written up at https://github.com/read-write-web/
react-foaf
49
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Details of that reasoning process for WebID-TLS authentication were initially written up using
N3 logic in [Sto+09] and the process was later written out in [WebID-TLS]. The logic described
there can be made to not depend on TLS, and generalised to use other methods such as having
a WebApp authenticate using [Crypto API] following for example the [HTTP Signatures]
protocol. The authorisation process described here is very general, and could support other
credential forms such as those explored by [Verifiable Creds].

3.2.4

Extending to a Social Network

In the above, we gave access control rules for an individual or a group, and we showed an
example where the group just listed all its members. For a decentralised social network, we
would need to be able to work with groups defined more generally. A useful example would
be a rule that would give immediate commenting rights on a blog post to friends of friends –
one could allow others to comment but those would perhaps only be visible after validation by
someone from that group to avoid spam.
To do this one would need first to define the friend of a friend relation, which can be done easily
in Ontology Web Language (OWL) using the property chain construct described in [OWL2
Primer] as shown in listing 7. It looks useful enough that it could be added to the foaf ontology.
foaf:foaf owl:propertyChainAxiom (foaf:knows foaf:knows);
a rdf:Property, owl:ObjectProperty, owl:SymmetricProperty;
:comment ”A person known by someone the subject knows. Since foaf:knows is
,→

symmetric, so is this property.”;
:domain foaf:Person;
:range foaf:Person.
Listing 7: Friend of a Friend defined using OWL Property Chains

This would allow one to write an access control rule defining a class of Tim’s friends, and the
class of friends of his friends, and then give read rights to the class that is the union of both of
them, as show in listing 8.
Some other classes that could be useful for social networks would be: 1. extended families,
starting from one’s grandparents, or one’s great grandparents 2. people known to people in
one’s professional network, or from school years 3. friends of friends of friends for giving access
to near public information 4. the wives, husbands of one’s friends, or their children in a certain
age range 5. any of the above groups minus a few individuals (the owl:complement relation
should be useful there)
As we can see the list is limitless. RDF allows one to define new relations and classes, and OWL
gives us precise tools to create new ones from established ones. With the expressive power to
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<#TimFriends> a owl:Class;
:comment ”The class of people that Tim foaf:knows”;
owl:equivalentClass [ a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty foaf:knows;
owl:hasValue <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/#i>;
].
<#TimFoaf> a owl:Class;
:comment ”The class of friends of friends of Tim”;
owl:equivalentClass [ a owl:Restriction ;
owl:onProperty foaf:foaf;
owl:hasValue <https://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/#i>;
].
[] wac:accessTo <protected>;
wac:mode wac:Read;
wac:agentClass [ owl:equivalentClass [
owl:unionOf (<#TimFoaf> <#TimFriends>)
]].
Listing 8: wACL giving Tim’s Friends and Friends of Friends read access

describe any class of individuals we may need.
The problem OWL by itself does not solve, becomes apparent when we start considering proofs
in the security context we have established is needed in a world of HyperApps. The requirement
is that such clients on encountering a wACL can determine which of its Principals would
be accepted by the Guard as satisfying the descriptions associated with the desired mode of
access50 . OWL reasoners do not tell us what data to take account of. They only tell us if a given
set of data is consistent, or what its consequences can be. Because of eq. (ap) we can apply
those rules within a context, but we can not cross contexts.
Our coverage of the work on the modal and monadic logic of aba:says can help us understand
what we need in terms of crossing contexts. For example, a reasoner on the client would need
to understand that the Guard will look at the wACL in listing 8 and know that it would need
to start from Tim Berners-Lee’s WebID, fetch his Profile, collect the foaf:knows relations and
union those with all the foaf:knows relations found at each of the profiles found there as shown
by the arrows in figure 3.3. Even though the foaf:knows relation is symmetric the opposite
will not do. If the Client’s owner A has in his profile {:A foaf:knows timbl:i } but Tim does
not have the reverse from his profile, then the Guard should not take it into account, since
the person authenticating is exactly the person one is forced to be suspicious of, and that
person could add anything to their profile51 . From an OWL reasoner point of view, it makes no
difference if we merge the ACL above with the above triple taken from Tim’s profile or from the
profile of Agent A. But from the perspective of a modal logic of aba:says based on an indexed
L-strong monad, the difference is which way the contexts are embedded, and if and how they
50
51

Perhaps in more complex cases the client could send some hints to the server to make such a deduction easier.
But why is it then reasonable to put the Public Key there, and for the Guard to use that information?
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Figure 3.3: Web of foaf:knows

can be flattened, or which data can be extracted. In one case we have {timbl:i aba:says { :A
foaf:knows timbl:i }} and in the other case we have {:A aba:says { :A foaf:knows timbl:i
}}. Put this way the difference is obvious. In short OWL reasoning enables reasoning within a
context, but not across contexts. For that, we need a modal logic close to that described earlier
in this chapter.
We can add a little wrinkle to get a feeling for how things can get more complicated. Tim’s
foaf:knows relations are not located directly in his WebID profile, but linked to via a rdf:seeAlso
relation to a document on his home server – shown in figure 3.3 – presumably so that it can
be access controlled independently and also because it is personal information, not related to
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his role at the W3C. In order to find the friends of Tim’s friends, the Guard would then need
to follow each link to the profiles many of which are located on different servers52 . Each of
those may also have rdfs:seeAlso links to other documents, and so if any of those are found
they should be followed too.
On top of that one may then want to add some reasoning to the resulting profiles to avoid
losing data connected by owl:sameAs relations for example. So we are dealing with a logic of
contexts within contexts within contexts… Something along the lines of {:A :says {:B :says
{:B :says {:D :says :G}}}} We can use eq. (flatten) to remove one of the nested {:B :says
{...}} and turn it into {:A :says {:B :says {:D :says :G}}}. We can use eq. (ap) to reason
within contexts, so that for example, if someone uses a relation such as owl:sameAs we can
apply that logic in their context using eq. (unit), since we should assume by using a relation
or a concept they are bound by its consequences, as theorised by Brandom. Finally, we can
see the wACL as itself a set of control rules such that the Guard can reason that if Tim sends a
DELETE request to a resource he has write access to:53
{tim:i :says {:DELETE :object <file1>}} log:implies {:DELETE :object <file1>}
We still need to develop the full logic to allow clients and Guards to come to such conclusions
reliably and efficiently. This, as we have shown, needs to be linked to a logic similar to that
developed by Abadi over the years.

3.2.5

Institutional Web of Trust

The Uses cases for Web Access Control can easily be made to extend beyond those of personal
and close professional social networks. The Verifiable Claims Working Group at the W3C
came up with a list of credentials use cases in the realms of Finance, Education, Health Care,
Retail, Legal and Professional spaces [Claims Use Cases]. If these are to be used in an wACL
environment we need our Guard to be able to state rules of the form such as: 1. only doctors
can read this resource, 2. in order to get payment for a medical treatment a patient needs to
present proof of insurance, 3. renting a car online requires presenting a credential that one is
licenced to drive, 4. reading some page or buying some product may be restricted to someone
over a certain age, 5. posting to a resource may be restricted to people who have a specific type
or level of education, 6. in order to buy some product one may just need to authenticate with
a valid (bank) payment account… As we saw OWL should give us the needed framework to
define any such class of agents in order to give them then rights on a resource.
52
The needs to be done in parallel of course with the help of web or data caches to reduce latency. Note that a client
could reduce the search space to the first two hops since, knowing its own identity, it would not need to explore the
full social network. It could then pass this information along during authentication as a helpful hint to the Guard.
53
This does not look quite right as we are mixing the DELETE speech act with a description, but that is just to
make the similarity with the example given by Abadi clear.
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Figure 3.4: Institutional Web of Trust in a Web of Nations

3.2.5.1

The Web of Nations

The difference from the previous social network example is that those only required personal
statements to the effect that something was the case. Who is in a better position to declare who
I know than myself? In the use cases listed above this is not the case. I can state that I have a
drivers licence, am of a certain age, have a given nationality, am in the army, or a government
official, … yet in the sceptical context of access control, those statements can only be taken
as indications, not as confirmations. Indeed that is the whole point of credentials. This is in
part because it is too easy for an anonymous person on the internet to create a fake profile
that can make whatever statement needed to access any resource. Even if one were somehow
able to restrict oneself to honest people, it remains that evaluating someone’s skills such as the
ability to drive a car, know the law, or even something as simple as identifying someone, are
not skills that every person possesses in equal measure. Some of these like the ability to drive
a car requires complex processes of verification to in place. That is they require institutions
specialising in attributing them. These Institutions surround us, shape us and constitute us, as
shown by Maryanne Wolfe regarding the way learning to read shapes our brain[WS07].
If the Guard of a shop requires proof by a HyperApp of bank account ownership, the first thing
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it needs to know when it is presented some credential, is whether that credential is signed by a
Bank. In the global decentralised context where it is estimated that there are over 10 thousand
banks worldwide how is such a Guard to keep up to date with what the Banks in Japan, Estonia,
Russia, China are? The same would be true of knowing which institutions worldwide are
hospitals, which are universities, doctors offices, plumbing schools, … These facts are known
of course, since each advanced country keeps such records, and nowadays most likely even
in Digital Form. Indeed in each of these cases, there are institutions known as registries that
specialise in keeping such records.
What a Guard needs on receiving a credential is a way to find out if it is signed by an institution
that is authorised to sign such credentials, and for that it needs a way to tie the signing institution
through it’s WebID Profile to a record in a registry, and for that record to link back to the WebID
of the institution. But then how does it know that the registry is an authorised registry? The
only way is if the record of the bank in the registry links to a record published by a government
authority, and for that record to link back to the registry. And how would the Guard know
that the linked-to governmental authority is not fake? Well that government itself has to be
linked to by the Guard’s own national authority, the trust anchor. Given that each nation has
its own rules and regulations to which citizens of that country are bound to, which protect
those citizens and whose laws they can cite to seek redress, or diplomatic system they can use
for international trade issues, this means that each nation has to deploy its own trust anchor
for its citizens and also link to its national peers with which it has diplomatic ties. As a result
our Guard needs an Institutional Web of trust anchored in a Web of Nations as show in in
figure 3.4. This would enable the Guard by following links from one RDF record to the next
to tie the authority to the Guard’s trust anchor. The Verifiable Claim could itself contain the
link to the registry to save the Guard some hops, and the Guard could keep caches of often
used parts of the Web of Nations graphs to speed up it’s processing. Nevertheless having the
system repose on the same widely deployed and tested Web technologies would allow the same
caching mechanisms and widely distributed knowledge about these technologies to be used,
and allow one general theory of these verification systems to be applied.

3.2.5.2

Stopping HTTPS Phishing

We will now see that this verification process can be just as useful for the client in verifying
the server. We start by noticing the every Web Browser has an agent we can also call a Guard,
whose role it is to verify that the machine connected to, is the machine referred to officially by
that domain name. After all if one is to make a bank transaction, it is essential that the web
site one is connected to really is the bank one thinks one is connected to. This is the role of
[TLSv1.3]: it verifies the reference of the domain as shown in figure 3.5. The problem is: that
is nearly all that it does. The X509 Certificate may it is true add verified information about the
headquarters of the company in question. If one clicks on the “secure” UI button in the URL
part of one’s browser one will not find much more information for CompaniesHouse web site
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– presumably the .gov.uk extension is enough information – but for https://www.ikea.com
one finds the extra information that the site is owned by “InterIkea Systems B.V, Delft, NL”.
This requires a lot of further extra contextual knowledge of the user, such as to start with that
NL stands for Netherlands, or that InterIkea is really a parent company of Ikea, and not some
completely different company with a similar name. A better UI could show a map of the globe
and highlight the region, as that is really what is important in that information: namely under
what jurisdiction the company falls. In any case, there is only so much that one can do with so
little static information. The reason for this poverty of information is related to the fact that
there are not many standard fields in the certificate, any field added by a certificate authority
increases the cost of verification, and change to the content would require a change of certificate
on all the servers hosting that domain. As a result there are nearly no reasons to look at that
information: it is static, is not even rich enough to be used to send a stamp addressed envelope,
does not tell one if the company is in difficulty, if it is small or large, or indeed nearly anything
at all that may give one reason to go back to the information other than if one is in severe doubt.
But of course, the whole art of Phishing is to tempt the victim
with a piece of information of interest to them without
raising their suspicion in order to extract information from

refers to

them, usually in order to be able to take control of their
digital persona. One early documented way of doing this

companieshouse.gov.uk

is to get someone to click a link – presented temptingly in
an email or a web page – that leads the person to a web site
that looks exactly like the one they are used to, but is owned
by the phisher. In [YS02], later republished in [YSA05] Ye
and Smith showed how one could reconstruct the whole
UI of a browser in a browser in such a way as to even fake

Figure 3.5: HTTPS as verification
of Domain Reference

the URL bar, thereby controlling the whole user experience.
That method could fake any web site since as a man in the middle attack they could fetch the
UI from the real web site and pass it on slightly altered perhaps to the user. Any input from
the user could then similarly be passed on to the web site so that the interaction experience
with that web site could be as realistic as can be. Once they had enough information, they
could always redirect the user to the real web site to continue her journey unaware of what had
happened. A less technically complex trick is to get a free TLS certificate54 with a a long enough
name such as www.facebook.com.events.me so that the real domain events.me is ignored by
the user, perhaps even because it no longer fits in the URL bar.
These are called confusion attacks [Bia+15] and can easy be understood in our modal logic as
getting someone to believe {:ikea :says :P} when in fact it is {:ikéa :says :P}. This confusion
occurs because the UI gives little or no space to the name :ikéa:, and all the space to the
interesting content :P. Indeed, since people want to be immersed in the content, consumer OS’s
54

The Let’s Encrypt project (https://letsencrypt.org/) has made installing certificates a zero cost and very fluid
experience helping reduce a whole class of man-in-the-middle attacks that could occur he network layer.
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are forced to allow the metadata space to at times be completely hidden. One way of answering
that is to have a second screen dedicated to meta-data, a proposition that is now feasible on
devices such as Apple’s MacBook Pro, which comes equipped with a programmable touch
bar that is replacing the (F1, F2,… ) function keys with colourful animate-able, and clickable
touch-sensitive screen.
But even with an extra screen owned by the OS that can make sure that space is available for
display of the agent’s name, the OS could still truthfully state that ”ikéa” said something and
confuse the user. That is the user could understand that {:OS :says { :ikéa :says :P}} and
still come to believe that :OS :says { :ikea :says :P} . And that is because the sense of a name
can only be determined by its relation to other things. A name even if referring properly can
only be understood as a position in a network of meaning. Therefore, what people running a
computer need to know in addition to the referential correctness of the name, is what type of
agent it is who is running those servers. Which legal system is the agent bound by? Who are
the owners of the company? What are their skills? What is its declared business aims? Is it
in legal or financial trouble? And if possible is there any warning from authorities about the
agent in question. Only such information would enable a user to be meaningfully interested in
distinctions between two names such as ”ikéa” and ”ikea”, especially since we are dealing with
a global information system, with billions of machines and domains.
With rich information like that available, it would make sense for a browser to present it to
the user when first encountering a web site, or to highlight the fact that the site had never
been seen before with an easily accessible button to get to an enticing information panel. No
information may in many circumstances be suspect, but not always.
With a clear space for the OS to present rich official information, it becomes possible for the
user to be able to understand that “The OS says that the country Netherland (located on the map
here) confirms that Ikea is a company selling furniture with the following board members, the
following stock market value, number of shops (opening hours here), and that company says
P” where P is displayed on the main screen. This can then be helpful to give small companies
(bakers, shoe shops, kindergartens,…) legitimacy on the web too.
The Client Guard’s job on reaching a new web site such as https://co-operating.systems
would thus be to follow something like the following process:
1. Find an Link header with rel type registry in the HTTP response such as55
Link: <https://api.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/09920845>; rel=”registry”
55
This relation has not been standardised so this should be understood as a proposal, subject of course to
improvements.
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$ curl -i -u cFyNSV_B3...: https://api.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/09920845

11

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Access-Control-Allow-Credentials: true
Access-Control-Max-Age: 3600
Content-Type: application/json
Date: Wed, 27 Mar 2019 11:43:30 GMT
Pragma: no-cache
Server: CompaniesHouse
Content-Length: 1229
Connection: keep-alive
Link: <https://gov.uk/registries>; rel=”registry”

12

{

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

”registered_office_address”:{
”address_line_1”:”2, Harlequin Court”,
”address_line_2”:”6 Thomas More Street”,
”postal_code”:”E1W 1AR”,
”locality”:”London”,
”country”:”United Kingdom”
},
”undeliverable_registered_office_address”:false,
”has_insolvency_history”:false,
”company_number”:”09920845”,
”jurisdiction”:”england-wales”,
”company_status”:”active”,
”has_charges”:false,
”type”:”ltd”,
”company_name”:”CO-OPERATING SYSTEMS LTD.”,
”date_of_creation”:”2015-12-17”,
”etag”:”7d844ea4e2869ade874475f9ab541196359ef51a”,
”domain”: [”co-operating.systems”, ”www.co-operating.systems”,
”cosy.run”],
”links”:{
”self”:”/company/09920845”,
”filing_history”:”/company/09920845/filing-history”,
”officers”:”/company/09920845/officers”
},
”registered_office_is_in_dispute”:false,
”accounts”:{
”next_accounts”:{
”period_start_on”:”2018-01-01”,
”due_on”:”2019-09-30”,
”overdue”:false,
”period_end_on”:”2018-12-31”
},
”next_due”:”2019-09-30”,
”overdue”:false,
”last_accounts”:{
Listing 9: Companies House listing for co-operating.systems
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2. Fetch the RDF document56 at that registry57 (in this case https://api.companieshouse.
gov.uk/company/09920845) and find a link back to the calling domain via a domain
relation in the content as shown in listing 9 lines 30-31. At this point, the Guard will
have verified links 1a and 1b in the chain shown in figure 3.4. This document contains
information about the location of the company, the state of the company such as line 24,
links to officers of the company on line 35, and information about the company accounts
from line 38 onwards… However, this cannot yet be used, because as far as the Guard
knows Companies House could be fake.
3. In order for a browser Guard to know if Company House is a legitimate registry, it needs
to find its registry. In our example of listing 9 this Link header is found on line 11 which
states
Link: <https://gov.uk/registries>; rel=”registry”
4. The Guard could then fetch that resource. It is likely at that point that most UK citizens
will have already downloaded that registry of UK registries resource before and have in
their secure browser cache. That resource would link to the trusted root https://gov.uk
which should be so short and memorable that all citizens of a country could know it
by heart. If that registry has a link to Companies House, then the Guard would have
verified links 2a and 2b of figure 3.4. For a UK citizen that would be the end of the chain,
as the Guard could assume that for its British master {{<https://gov.uk> :says ?P}
log:implies ?P}.
5. Citizens of other countries should not need to know by heart all the other trust authorities,
and neither should their Guards, if only because trust authorities can change over time.
Just as there is no reason to assume a citizen of the UK would know what the Chinese
government web site is, so one should not assume that they know what the UK one is.
And even neighboring countries’ citizens such as France, UK and Germany need not
know this. The Guard of a French site would then need to make a final hop from the
UK trust authority to the French one https://www.gouvernement.fr, though again a
well programmed Guard could cache or fetch signed caches of these regularly to improve
efficiency, and even as an extra security measure. If that resource links back, then a Guard
in a browser owned by a French citoyen would have verified the information given by
Companies House about the company co-operating.systems, and make that information
available to the user in whatever way UI experts deem to be the best way.

We have thus found that an Institutional Web of Trust embedded in a web of nations could
be used both by server Guards to help verify claims, and by Clients to inform them about
56

This could be made available in any number of representations such as [RDF/XML 2004], [Turtle 1.1], [JSON-LD
1.1] using [HTTP 1.1] content negotiation
57
We use the UK registrar Companies House as an example as they have a test web site where their records are
available in JSON, though at time of writing, it is only accessible on presentation of a token that requires previous
registration to function.
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the type of web site they have reached. Both of these are necessary to enable HyperApps (of
which the most widely used are Web Browsers) to function in a decentralised information
space that is the World Wide Web, without requiring central points of control. A Browser
user need not have only one trust authority, nor need she only trust sites that are linked to
registries. There are many situations when one has to step outside regulated spaces, to build
new networks and develop new ideas that are below the size requiring attention by regulators.
This is indeed the situation we are all in at present. However, if we are to help people distinguish
web sites that have some legal obligations from those that do not, so that they may be warned
when information is promulgated by sites that have no journalistic background, and also may
hold to account those that legally claim to abide by such standards, then we need to deploy
this type of infrastructure. Being responsible for what one says is, as Brandom has argued, a
fundamental aspect of language use. For close social networks this can be achieved through
personal interaction, but for interactions that are global larger players and institutions need to
be involved.

Chapter 4

Conclusion and Future Work
We start with a summary of the argument, then look at the constructive things that still need to
be done, which will constitute the next stage of the thesis. We leave open some avenues for
further research, that have in part already been explored , in case we come across difficulties.
Finally, we end with a summary of how we answered our research questions.

4.1

Summary of the argument

We started off by setting the criteria needed to create a global information system. These
entailed a requirement on a peer to peer architecture. We found that the internet and the web fit
the architecture but that the application ecosystem that has emerged over the past 20 years has
veered towards centralised architectures with each application working only with one provider
as far as data consumption and production was concerned – at the level of packets and the web
these applications remained decentralised. This led us to describe a new form of application
that extended the Navigator, and that we called a HyperApp: an application that was written to
read and write HyperData independently of any particular server.
By looking at the data produced as a language and sticking to our criteria, we found that it too
would have to be built on a decentralised vocabulary and logic. The framework for this has been
put in place over the past 20 years and is known as the semantic web stack. However, we found
that community split between those taking a logical and those taking a pragmatic approach.
We then found in the literature on the philosophy of language this dichotomy between formal
truth-functional logics and how language is actually used had been resolved through theories
of speech acts (section 2.3.1). We found that these answers could be applied to the web in a
very fruitful fashion, though we decided to rename them to Document Acts in section 2.3.2 to
better fit our subject matter. This allowed us in section 2.3.3 to see that the write component in
58

Of course this works on the web, but only by intermediation of human beings who have to completely take on
the interpretation of the pages they are shown. HyperApps by relieving people of some of these tasks have to make
the process language users engage in explicit, so as to be followable by simple (JavaScript) programmable software.
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the LinkedData view was missing. We then saw how the recent LinkedData Protocol [LDP 1.0]
gave us what we needed to enable the full range of Document acts. LDP gives the HyperApp
client a voice to ”speak” and so to engage.58
In particular, LDP enables a client to publish any document by POSTing it to an ldp:Basi c
cContainer in the knowledge that it would not be held accountable for anything more than
the content. We then showed how we could understand ldp:DirectContainers and ldp:Indir c
ectContainers as allowing clients and servers to commit themselves to actions with not just
logical but actionable consequences. This could open up a path to allow HyperApps and Servers
to engage in Commissive Document acts section 2.3.7, a requirement for business use on the
web. Furthermore, it allowed us to understand at least one important part of how URLs gain
their meaning, namely through Declarative Document Acts section 2.3.6 and so allow us to
understand the functioning of Frege’s sense-reference distinction on the web. We illustrated this
by looking at how this allows us to create decentralised identity with [WebID], which we then
need for the security part that follows. We also saw in section 2.4.1 how Brandom’s project of
basing semantics on pragmatics showed how understanding meaning required one to see agents
as engaged in a game of keeping track of who said what, and the commitments both logical
and pragmatic that agents engaged in discussions were involved in, summarised as the game of
giving and asking for reasons59 . This involves critical thinking on what is being said, requiring
agents to keep the saying at a distance, evaluating it by considering its consequences with what
the subject thinks, including what he thinks the other thinks. This is particularly important as a
statement accepted as true is likely to mean making it effective in one’s actions, for which one
can become liable. Critical thinking thus becomes the central topic when considering security
issues, which forms the second part of the thesis.
By looking then at security aspects, we found that the logic of the speech act of saying that,
lead to a modal logic in section 3.1.2, and found that this corresponded in category theory
to strong monads in section 3.1.3. We saw how this discussion had always been somewhat
embarrassed by the weirdness of the

modality, even leading Moggi who introduced the

concepts of monads into programming to think that the Curry-Howard isomorphism did not
apply to them, a problem for us due to the widespread use of monads in the programming
community. Luckily by following a citation by Abramski in [AJ09] we found that this was
remedied by the work of Satoshi Kobayashi [Kob97], who showed that by extending strong
monads to L-strong monads the modal logic became the well established constructive version
CS4 of S4. We then saw how this modality could then be further extended with a lattice of
principals in section 3.1.4, giving us the tools to explain the concept of an agent speaking for
another, of levels of secrecy, and more. We also saw how one could explain the concept of trust
delegation in this context.
Having thus established a good pedigree for the relation we dubbed aba:says we could move
to look at its application on the web in section 3.2. We first described at a high level a protocol
needed by HyperApps in section 3.2.1. By just looking at the process a client would have
59

The discussion was a bit short and we may extend this discussion in the final thesis.
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to follow to find the wACL for a resource in section 3.2.2, we could already understand how
the architecture of HyperApps constrains how things can be done. But it also allowed us
to demonstrate how already at that point we could use the logic of the aba:says relation to
formalise how a client could reason that a guard would reason with such rules and information,
allowing the client to submit a principal that should be acceptable. We then described the wACL
used by the Solid group in section 3.2.3, and showed how those could also be justified in terms
of the aba:says relation. We then noticed in section 3.2.4 that the wACLs were very limited in
how they could define group membership for rights on a resource. We saw how this could be
extended to simple but very useful Decentralised Social networks by defining classes of agents
using OWL. We saw informally how these could also helpfully be reasoned with using the
aba:says relation but noted that to be useable this would require the development of a formal
theory uniformly implementable of the interaction of classes of agents defined in OWL with the
saying that relation. Finally we then looked at extending this even further to documented use
cases for Verifiable Claims (in section 3.2.5) and noticed that this would require the existence of
an institutional web of trust embedded in a Web of Nations (section 3.2.5.1). We then showed
how such a framework could help a Guard determined if a client had access to a resource. Next,
we saw how this could also help solve significant problems of trust on the web and arrest the
exponential growth of Phishing related fraud to which Transport Layer Security (TLS) by itself
could not provide an answer (in section 3.2.5.2). In both cases, we showed informally how the
relation of saying that could justify the reasoning, as well as clarify the types of problems that
lay behind those attacks.
Having started with a description of the requirements to create a global information infrastructure, then looking at what we could learn from the philosophy of language and how this tied
into logics of security, we found ourselves ending on a proposal for a geopolitically correct
infrastructure requirement we called the Web of Nations. Along the way, we identified the
tools needed to allow HyperApps to engage in business transactions, relevant logics of security,
and the research that remained to be done to allow deployment of flexible security on the web.

4.2

What remains to be done

Our most important result was to show how we could use OWL descriptions of classes of agents
to give access to resources on the web, and how both client and server Guards could reason
in terms of the aba:says modal logic. The reasoning was informal and what needs to be done
is to formalise it and test it. While doing that we need to also keep an open eye as to what
alternatives or improvements to Abadi’s logic could be, in case we run into difficulty – we cover
that next in section 4.3.
The main project then should be to extend wACL to as large a number of OWL describable
classes as is feasible. The process for doing that will be the following:
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1. Develop a large number of use cases that cover many different scenarios including those
listed in section 3.2.4, section 3.2.5 as well as those of section 3.2.5.1, which any formalism
can be tested against. (2 weeks).
2. For each of those work out intuitively how a logic of saying that would help clients and
servers reason in what is an intuitively acceptable secure way.
• A client needs to be able to understand how to edit such a resource (someone has to
write those policies down).
• A client has to work out on coming across a wACL, which principals it could present
and of those which it would be best to present.
• The server needs to be able to follow the same rules to verify that the connected
client is authorized.
The OWL ACL work developed in [GZC08] and [Mar+15] should be looked at to see if
it can help with defining the OWL access control ontologies. This needs to come with
some test code that can fake various identity solutions. (1 month).
3. Develop a formal theory for how that works (5 months). This will take time as one needs
to work out what formal methods would be appropriate, learn them, and work out all the
problems that inevitably come up doing it. This also means studying more recent work
on saying that such as the 2013 paper ‘Belief semantics of authorization logic’ [HC13]
4. Write an implementation and test it against the use cases (1.5 months)
5. Write up the results for the final thesis (3 months). This also includes adding pointers to
Further Research we look at in section 4.3 to explain why certain other possible avenues
of research were not included, could not be included, or how they may become relevant.

4.3

Further research

While developing the above one will need to keep an open mind to some other avenues explored
in the literature, in case they open possibilities that Abadi’s logic of saying that cannot solve.
The following research paths have already had some initial exploration but should be considered
even if only to explain in the final thesis, why those avenues were not pursued.

4.3.1

Logics of Contexts

With the test cases at hand we need to look at the literature on contexts from Guha’s 1991
PhD thesis Contexts: a formalization and some applications [Guh91] onwards. Notably, Guha
was one of the originators of RDF. The paper [YSA05] that applies contexts to the web makes
a special case of its application for security. How relevant is Pat Hayes’s proposal ‘Context
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Mereology.’ [Hay07]? Can we find a way to show how these fit together with RDF by developing
on the paper ‘Context Representation for the Semantic Web’ [Bao+10] which explores this
using Institution Theory [Dia15]– a General Framework built on Category Theory allowing one
to translate between any logic through morphisms [Dia15]? The 2013 Phd thesis ‘Reasoning
with contexts in description logics’ [Kla13] looks very relevant as it argues for a 2D semantics
for working with contexts in OWL, which sounds like it could mean that it would work with
existing standards as an extension.
We have developed a view in this paper that Tim Berners-Lee’s N3 Logic – described in [Ber+08]
– is a way to reason with contexts. It has the advantage of having two implementations and
being very close to RDF. So at the very least, we may need to show how it relates to the literature
on contexts mentioned earlier, and of course to the logic of saying that.
One should also be wary of some of the arguments in the literature on contexts that seem to go
in the direction of thinking of words as having their meaning entirely tied to contexts. example
Pat Hayes’ IKRIS Knowledge Language (IKL) wants to distinguish itself from modal logic by the
use of ”opaque names”60 . It feels like this is going in the direction of making private meanings
prior to public ones in a language: each URI is given a meaning relative to the user with which
the context is associated. That would be going in the wrong direction, if only from a philosophy
of language perspective where it sounds somewhat like moving one towards the notion of
private language strongly argued against by Wittgenstein in his ‘Philosophical investigations’
[Wit53]. From the point of Brandom’s Analytic Pragmatism, who builds on the points made by
Wittgenstein, this would also be problematic, since, for his carefully defended point of view,
it is in the game of using language that words get their meaning, not by reference to a prior
”language of thought”. Here language is understood as a tool, which forms thought, rather than
thought forming language. This seems to be fit better with the distributed and computational
aspect of the semantic web. It is better to start with a position that the web is a language game
where URIs are taken to have a globally unique meaning by default and then allow exceptions
in special cases to be enabled by translations: if when someone says X he really means Y then
one can understand this as a translation algorithm for transferring sayings of X to statements
in one’s own language.

4.3.2

Recent work on the saying that relation

On the logic of aba:says work needs to be done catching up on the developments in that
space. For example the 2013 paper ‘Belief semantics of authorization logic’ [HC13] proposes a
refinement of Abadi’s work by giving a slightly different constructive semantics and grounding
it with proofs in the language Coq. Once the use cases are in place it would be helpful to look
at this literature, with an idea of finding out if there are any theoretical improvements that
could help us along.
60
see the documenation
ContextsModalities

at

https://www.ihmc.us/users/phayes/IKL/GUIDE/GUIDE.html#
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Going in a different direction but citing Abadi we have the work by Abramski on Game
Semantics.

4.3.2.1

Game Semantics

The notion of games has been pursuing us since the beginning of this paper, but we have not
thematised it carefully. We started off noticing that it comes up as a concept when looking at
the web as a game where people are expected to keep the meaning of their URIs consistent so
as not to make what others have said using them change truth value. Through David Lewis
we found a game theoretic explanation of Convention, and Languages Games [Lew79]. We
saw Robert Brandom develop this analysis of Language Games in a more operational mode
as forming the basis of language understanding. We saw how the server and browser guards
had to reason in similar ways, the game being for the Client to try to find the right Principal
that could allow it to access the resource, and for the Server to try to find a proof that this was
allowed. In any case, there is a symmetry between the roles of the two players – indeed we
saw how the institutional Web of Trust was just as much use to each. In a more recent work
Language and equilibrium [Par10], recognising the groundbreaking work of David Lewis61 , the
author develops an argument for the centrality of Games and equilibrium in the interpretation
of language (Note that Lewis describes language 3 times in convention as being metastable
[Lew08]). Major books such as Van Benthem’s 2014 Logic in games [Van14] show how the
whole field of logic has over the past 40 years been moving towards a conception of it as games.
The shift in perspective towards the dialogic, allows one to see the creative aspect of logic not in
the rules, but in the mastery of a strategy. This argument originates in the work by Hinitkka in
the 1970ies and developed philosophically in his later book Socratic epistemology: Explorations
of knowledge-seeking by questioning [Hin07].
All of this is brought to bear on the subject of this thesis by the 2009 paper ‘Game semantics
for access control’ [AJ09] where Samson Abramsky and Radha Jagadeesan, go over this typetheoretic model based on the Curry-Howard correspondence. Notably, in this paper they refer to
the work on Kobayashi on ‘Monad as Modality’ [Kob97]. They argue that there is an advantage
to take a Game-Semantic approach over a proof-theoretic one as follows.
Proof-theoretic approaches to negative results such as non-interference properties
necessarily proceed by induction over the proof system at hand. This embodies
a “closed world assumption” that the universe is inductively generated by the
syntax of the system, which means that each new system requires a new proof.
A semantic approach, which is carried out in a semantic framework capable of
providing models for a wide range of systems, and which supplies positive reasons
— structural properties and invariants of the semantic universe — for the negative
results, can be more general and more robust.
61

The introduction gives a history of Philosophy of language that ties in very much with the one I gave
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This could be very relevant to the semantic web, as that framework is based on the Open World
Assumption. So this needs to be studied carefully. The first question to ask is, are those two
concepts of the Open World the same? Then: can this game-semantical view of saying that
help with our use cases?
Of note is that in a 2015 article ‘Games for Dependent Types’ [AJV15] the authors present Game
Semantics with the above element of access control, as a way to fill in the temporal dimension
of the geometrically build Homotopy Type Theory, and in the process make it more amenable
to computational application. The seriousness of that claim warrants investigation. If the HoTT
community is taking it seriously, then that would give extra arguments to look at the Game
Semantics interpretation of access control.
Game Semantics was used in 1992 to give a semantics for Multiplicative Linear Logic [AJ92],
and a couple of years later as a fully abstract semantics for the typed functional language PCF
(Programming Computable Function) [AMJ94]. These games are two player games but were
extended to multi-agent games in [Abr06]. One philosophical overview of the field that tries
to cover the understanding of language as Games from Wittgenstein and Peirce, and show
how these tie in with speech acts, Hintikka’s later view on epistemology, Game Semantics and
Ludics is [Pie03].

4.4

Response to previous papers

Apart from the specifications [WebID] and [WebID-TLS], two major papers covered some of the
issues of this thesis namely ‘FOAF+TLS: RESTful Authentication for the Social Web’ [Sto+09]
and ‘Extending the WebID Protocol with Access Delegation’ [Tra+12]. The first one received
over 100 citations, and the final thesis would benefit from a review of them in light of the results
on access control that we hope to make. Similarly, the literature that mentions WebID should be
reviewed in light of the results found here. We set aside two weeks to categorise these papers
into ones that have relevant contributions, and which ones should be responded to.

4.5

Answers to Research Questions

We started by asking what the major architectural constraints on a global communication
infrastructure were. We found that it would have to respect the geopolitical realities, which
meant that there could be no centre of control and that communication would therefore have
to be P2P. We found those principles to be respected at the internet and HTML web layer, but
not at the current WebApp layer, which were mostly built to read and write data to a central
provider, leading to fragmentation of the data space and duplication of services in each of
the major power blocks that created problems of surveillance whilst hindering just in time
cooperation. We argued that the answer for that was to re-decentralise the WebApp space, and
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named the applications that fit these requirements HyperApps.
This required decentralised data structures which we found to be made possible by the Semantic
Web stack. But how could such decentralised data structures gain their meaning? We found by
from research in the philosophy of language that one needed to look at the relation between
semantics and pragmatics to find an answer. Looking at the web that way we found it was
easy to located pragmatics at the HTTP layer. This allowed us to understand how new URIs
could gain their meaning, explaining the sense/reference distinction, as well as allowing us
to see how HyperApps could commit themselves to statements they published. We thus saw
how this point of view could both help heal the division in the semantic web and Linked Data
communities and show us how one could go further than just publishing data on the web, to
enabling transactions.
For transactions to be possible or data to be reliable requires there to be limits as to who can
read or write it. Our work on pragmatics lead is to the logic of saying that which allowed us to
analyse the basic access control rules of Solid. We found the need then to go beyond the simple
group based rules, and showed how this could be done by integrating OWL and the aba:says
relation. We also found that if a decentralised authentication system based on Verifiable Claims
wanted to scale to global dimensions it would need to rely on an institutional Web of Trust
linked to a Web of Nations. The Web of Nations allows multiple local trust anchors to work
together, without requiring a central authority. Thus here too we fulfil the original criteria
of P2P networks, though at this level we found peers to be not individual people but larger
social actors known as institutions, forming political entities whose aim is to exercise their
sovereignty on the local area they are responsible for, in order to be able to cooperate with
others.
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